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STAR SYSTEM OVERVIEW
STAR (Staff Automated Reporting) is the reporting of Licensed and Non-Licensed staff
data, using data from school districts’ locally maintained systems, which has been
converted to the Minnesota Department of Education (MDE) specified file formats. Much
of the data required by STAR is currently maintained in a district’s personnel/payroll and
student/scheduling systems.
Examples of federal agencies and reporting requirements are listed below:
U.S. Department of Education – Numbers and percent of classes taught by Highly
Qualified teachers is reported by elementary, secondary and high and low poverty schools.
This data is used to determine compliance with NCLB requirements.
Office for Civil Rights (OCR) – Eighteen categories of licensed and non-licensed staff are
reported by assignment and by race/ethnicity and gender. Staff reported as new hires are
also reported by race/ethnicity and gender. The federal Office for Civil Rights (OCR) uses
this information to determine compliance with the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
National Center for Education Statistics – Seventeen categories of licensed and nonlicensed staff are reported by school districts through the Common Core of Data Surveys.
These surveys constitute a comprehensive collection of Education related data completed
by all states that provide state-by-state comparisons.
American Federation of Teachers and National Education Association – The number of
classroom teachers and their average salaries are reported at the state level. This
information is used to produce state-by-state comparisons on selected topics.
Council for Chief State School Officers – The number of teachers who teach math and
science and the number of students enrolled in these courses are reported at the state level.
This information is published in the “Math and Science Indicators Report.” This is a national
report that contains information on each state and provides state-by-state comparisons.
Others – As requested or required, additional staff data may be reported to either assist
with policy development or accountability mandates
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PREFACE
Following are examples of how this data is used by MDE and to respond to a variety of
federal and state data requests:
1. Full-Time/Part-Time Indicator: Used for determining the number of “full-time” staff
2. Assignment Codes: Used to determine which full-time staff serve at least 50 percent
of their assignments as a teacher, guidance counselor, librarian, nurse, social worker
or psychologist
3. Highest Education Level: Used to determine which staff have a BA or greater
(Education level of “03” or greater)
4. Years of Experience: Used for staff meeting the above criteria.
5. Licensure/Assignment Discrepancy Report: Assignment Codes, Periods per Week
and Grade Levels reported are used to determine whether a particular staff person is
licensed for the area in which they were reported.
6. Highly Qualified: Assignment Codes are used in conjunction with MDE’s licensure
and permission data to determine which Teachers and Paraprofessionals are “Highly
Qualified.”
7. Average Salaries: FTE (as calculated by the STAR Edit) and Contract Salary are
used to calculate an average salary.
8. Full-time Equivalency (FTE): Periods per Week and Length of Period are used to
calculate FTE. This calculation also takes Grade Level into consideration.
9. Determining numbers of teachers and students by specific subject areas.
10. Determining numbers of teachers by grade.
11. Verifying Special Education teacher data for funding purposes.
12. Verifying Vocational teacher data for funding purposes.
13. Verifying Title teacher data for funding purposes.
14. Providing information for supply and demand studies.
15. School Report Cards
16. Average Salaries of Superintendents, Principals and Teachers
17. FTE (full-time equivalent) of Teachers and Administrators
18. Education Levels
19. Years of Experience
20. Staff Development Reporting
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STAR REPORTING CYCLE CALENDAR

First Submission – 2013
October 1

Staff “Snapshot” Date

October 1

STAR Web Edit System Open

November 20

Error-Free STAR Submission Due Date

November 20

Licensure/Assignment Discrepancy Reports Final

November 20

Highly Qualified Report Due Date

Second Submission - 2014
March 1

Staff “Snapshot” Date

March 3

STAR Web Edit System Open

April 21

Error-Free Submission Due Date

April 21

Licensure/Assignment Discrepancy Reports Final

April 21

Highly Qualified Report Due Date
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LICENSURE INFORMATION
Please note that the Code of Ethics for School Administrators
(https://www.revisor.mn.gov/rules/?id=3512.5200) states that “A school administrator, in filling
positions requiring licensure, shall employ, recommend for employment, and assign only
appropriately licensed personnel, or persons for whom the school district has been granted a
variance by the appropriate state board or agency, unless, after making reasonable efforts to
obtain a variance, an appropriately licensed person cannot be assigned and the position must
be filled to meet a legitimate emergency educational need.” When there is a legitimate
emergency, please contact the Board of Teaching to determine how to legally fill this need for
teaching positions or the Board of School Administrators for administration positions.
Please note that the Code of Ethics for Minnesota Teachers
(https://www.revisor.mn.gov/rules/?id=8700.7500) states that “A teacher shall accept a contract
for a teaching position that requires licensing only if properly or provisionally licensed for that
position.” If a district has questions about appropriate permissions, please contact a STAR
Team Member or the Board of Teaching.
Please note that according to Minnesota Statutes, Section 122A.22
(https://www.revisor.mn.gov/statutes/?id=122A.22) “No person shall be accounted a qualified
teacher until the school district or charter school contracting with the person for teaching
services verifies through the Minnesota education licensing system available on the department
Web site that the person is a qualified teacher.” Please use the Teacher License Look Up to
determine the status of an individual’s Minnesota license
(http://education.state.mn.us/MDE/EdExc/Licen/TeachLicLook/index.html).
Please note that special permissions (Personnel Variance, Non-Licensed Community Expert,
Innovative Waiver, and Variance Appeal) have been moved from paper applications to the
online Special Permission System.
There are two ways to access the SPS online application system:
•
•

Minnesota Department of Education Special Permissions System webpage
Minnesota Board of Teaching Special Permissions for Classroom Teaching webpage

Directions regarding access to the SPS online application system can be found on the new
Minnesota Board of Teaching webpage.
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REPORTING PROTOCOL
To determine who should be reported via the STAR system, the following reporting protocols
should be followed:

LA Files (Licensed Staff Employment)
Include (report an LA record for) staff who meet ALL the following criteria:
1) Staff who are serving in a capacity that requires licensure by the State Board of
Teaching or the Minnesota Board of School Administrators (Licensed Assignment
codes can be found on pages 38-50). AND
2) Staff your school district has the authority to hire and terminate. AND
3) Staff who are employed as of October 1 (first submission) or March 1 (second
submission) of the reporting year.
Also include:
•
•
•
•

Terminated staff that were reported by your district in a licensed capacity on the STAR
system the prior submission (include a termination or inactive code found on page 16)
Long-Term substitutes (a substitute teacher fulfilling one assignment for 15 or more
consecutive days)
Reserve teachers
Teachers who were reported on the prior submission as Leave of Absence or inactive,
and are still on a Leave of Absence or inactive, should be reported with the current
status updated (inactive, returned to position, or terminated) in the current submission.

Exclude (do NOT report on LA record for):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Staff who provide services to your district, but are employees of another district or
organization (another district has hiring/terminating authority).
Staff providing 100 percent of their services in a position that does NOT require
licensure by the State Board of Teaching or Minnesota Board of School Administrators.
These individuals should be reported as non-licensed staff in the NA record.
Staff who are contracted and their position does NOT require licensure by the State
Board of Teaching or Minnesota Board of School Administrators.
Staff providing 100 percent of their services teaching Community Education classes
that are NOT part of the K-12 curriculum and are open for anyone in the community to
attend.
Student workers
Short-Call substitutes (a substitute teacher fulfilling one assignment for less than 15
consecutive days)
Coaches
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LB Files (Licensed Staff Assignment)
Include (report an LB record for):
All assignments that require licensure by the State Board of Teaching or the Minnesota Board of
School Administrators that are provided on October 1 (first submission) or March 1 (second
submission) and are provided in schools or programs designated to your district. See list of
Licensed Assignments pages 38-50.
Schools and programs designated to your district refer to those that have an official school/site
number assigned at MDE. For a list of all schools/sites assigned to your district go to the STAR
Web Edit System View Reports page. Click on the link School Lookup found in the left
navigation bar.
This includes:
•
•
•
•

All assignments provided in school and programs designated to your district for which
licensure is required. (This includes assignments provided by employees of your
district and also assignments provided by staff not employed by your district.)
All classes being received by your students (in schools or programs designated to your
district) via ITV broadcast that are taught by staff or another district.
Early childhood and parent educator staff in assignments requiring licensure.
Online Learning (OLL) classes provided to students within your district,

Exclude (do NOT report on LB record for):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Assignments that are provided in schools or programs designated to another district.
(The district receiving the services will report these assignments.)
Coaching assignments
Student worker assignments
Short-call substitute assignments
PSEO (Postsecondary Enrollment Options) assignments that are taught by college
employees
Extracurricular activities
Community Education classes that are not part of the K-12 curriculum and are open for
anyone in the community to attend (classes listed in a Community Education
brochure).
Staff who are contracted and their position does NOT require licensure by the State
Board of Teaching or Minnesota Board of School Administrators.
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NA Files (Non-Licensed Staff)
Include (report an NA record for) staff who meet ALL the following criteria:
1) Staff who are serving in a capacity that does NOT require licensure by the State Board
of Teaching or the Minnesota Board of School Administrators. See list of NonLicensed Classification on page 90. AND
2) Staff your school district has the authority to hire and terminate. AND
3) Staff who are employed as of October 1 (first submission) or March 1 (second
submission) of the reporting year.
Included as Non-Licensed positions are the following:
•
•
•
•
•

School Business Officer
Technology Coordinator
Director of Federal Programs
Director of Athletics
Personnel Director

Exclude (do NOT report on NA record for):
•
•
•
•
•

Staff employed by another district who provide services that do NOT require licensure
by the State Board of Teaching or Minnesota Board of School Administrators.
Staff who are contracted and their position does NOT require licensure by the State
Board of Teaching or Minnesota Board of School Administrators.
Student workers
School board members
Coaches

Notes for Reporting LA & LB (Licensed) and NA (Non-Licensed)
1) Report an LA and one or more LB record if yours is the employing district and the
employee has one or more assignments that require licensure IN your district.
2) Report ONLY an LA record if yours is the employing district and the employee serves
ALL assignments requiring licensure OUTSIDE of your district.
3) Report no LA record, ONLY LB records if yours is NOT the employing district and
the employee serves in one or more assignments requiring licensure (including ITV
broadcasts and online classes) in your district.
4) Report NA records if yours is the employing district and the employee serves in one
or more assignments not requiring licensure in ANY district.
5) Report an LA record, an LB record, and an NA record for individuals who have
assignments that require licensure AND assignments that do not require licensure.
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LA FILES: LICENSED STAFF EMPLOYMENT
Description and Summary
This file should contain only one record for each licensed staff person employed.
This file contains demographic data for all staff employed in positions for which the State Board
of Teaching or the Minnesota Board of School Administrators requires licensure. It includes
name, Minnesota file folder number, Social Security number (optional), gender, race, birth date,
education level and salary, etc. These data are typically maintained on a district's personnel or
payroll system.
All staff serving in assignments requiring licensure who were employed by your district as of
October 1 (first submission) or March 1 (second submission) should be reported in this file. Do
NOT report employment information for staff that are not employed by your district. These are
persons who serve in a capacity for which the Board of Teaching or the Minnesota Board of
School Administrators require licensure. Employed staff are those you have the authority to hire
and terminate.
Staff reported by your district last submission as employed that are not active this submission,
should be reported as inactive, transferred, or terminated. Staff who were reported by your
district last submission as on Leave of Absence or inactive should be reported with the current
status updated (inactive, returned to position, or terminated) in the current submission.
Refer to Reporting Protocol on pages 7-9 for more details on who to report.

LA Files Data Element Descriptions Table of Content
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LA Files Data Element Descriptions
District Number
DEFINITION: The four character number of the reporting school district. District numbers are
assigned by MDE.
VALUES: 0001 – 9999
NOTES:

•
•

This is the number of the reporting district that has the authority to hire and
terminate the employee.
The contracting or employing district reports the employment information for
staff regardless of where services take place.
District Type

DEFINITION: The two-digit numeric code that identifies the type of the school district.
VALUES: 01
02
03
06
07
50
51
52
53
61
62
70
83

Independent School District
Common School District
Special School District
Intermediate School District
Charter School
Miscellaneous Cooperative
Secondary Vocational Cooperative
Special Education Cooperative
Vocational and Special Education Cooperative
Education District
Cooperative Facilities
Academies (including those for the Deaf or Blind and for the Arts)
Service Cooperatives
File Folder Number

DEFINITION: A unique number assigned by MDE to a candidate upon application for licensure
or to an individual granted “Community Expert” status by the Board of Teaching.
VALUES: 000001 – 999998
NOTES:

•
•
•
•

All staff with a license or other authorization will have a folder number.
Look up file folder numbers on the Teacher License Lookup
(http://education.state.mn.us/MDE/EdExc/Licen/TeachLicLook/index.html)
A folder number is assigned when the license application is registered with
Educator Licensing. The existence of a file folder number does not
guarantee a license has been processed and approved.
If a folder number is not available for anyone in an assignment for which
licensure is required, report the LA record with ‘000000’ as the folder
number. This will generate a warning on the licensed Edit Report, but will
not prevent submission of your data. The person will also appear on the
Licensure/Assignment Discrepancy Report.

USES: Used by MDE as a unique identifier.
2013-2014 STAR Manual
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Social Security Number
DEFINITION: The number which appears on an individual’s social security card.
VALUES: 000000001 – 999999999
NOTES:

•
•
•

•
•

Reporting actual social security numbers is optional.
If reported, the social security number must be entered as a nine-digit
number without punctuation of any kind.
If you choose NOT to report actual social security numbers, all zeros should
be reported instead. When all zeros are reported, the STAR edit will attempt
to verify positive identity using the folder number, last name, and birth date
(instead of folder number and social security number).
Do NOT create any bogus or substitute social security numbers for use in
the Licensed LA or LB records.
The social security number, whichever you choose to use, must match on
the LA and LB files or an error will occur.

USES: The social security numbers reported to MDE on the STAR system are transmitted via a
secure (SSL) website and are temporarily stored on a secure server. They are used only to
verify that an accurate folder number has been reported. The social security number is only
accessible to the district employee responsible for reporting STAR data and the department
staff working with the STAR reporting process and is never released to others.
Staff Name
DEFINITION: The name of the staff person contained on district payroll records to be reported
in the following format: LAST, FIRST MIDDLE
NOTES:

•
•
•
•
•

•

Use UPPER CASE characters only.
Include comma between last and first names; space between first and
middle (for example, MANNING, JOHN M). Everything to the left of the
comma is considered the Last Name.
Full middle name or first initial of middle name may be reported.
If a revised last name is reported via the STAR System, that last name will
be used to automatically update the MDE database.
In the event you have reported this record with ‘000000000’ as the Social
Security number, the spelling of the last name must match the exact spelling
of the name already on MDE’s database. Any variation will result in an
error.
If the name on the MDE database is incorrect, there are three ways to
request a name change: the teacher can submit an Application for Duplicate
License, the district can have the teacher complete a name change request
and email a scanned copy to mde.star@state.mn.us, keeping the original on
file (find the document on page 117), or the district can distribute the Name
Change Procedure letter (found on page 118) explaining that if a name
change is needed the district has the right to request educator licensing to
make this change and then continue to email changes as has been the
practice in the past.
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Gender
VALUES:

F

Female

M

Male

NOTES:

•
•

UPPER CASE CHARACTERS ONLY.
If the gender you report differs from the state database, an error will result.
If the MDE database is in error, contact the STAR team by e-mail at
mde.star@state.mn.us to have it corrected.

USES:

•
•

Required by the federal Office for Civil Rights (OCR)
Used to monitor hiring and termination practices to ensure compliance with
civil rights laws.

Birth Date
DEFINITION: The year, month, and day of an individual’s birth.
VALUES: YYYYMMDD (Year/Month/Day)
NOTES:

•
•

The above year/month/day sequence is the required file format. Districts
may key these data in any sequence specified by vendor software products,
provided it is submitted to MDE in the correct sequence.
Examples of birth dates:
August 11, 1936 = 19360811
January 5, 1954 = 19540105

•
•

There should be no spaces or commas between the year, month, or day.
When a month’s number is a single digit, it must be preceded by a zero
(example, 1 = 01).
If you submit an LA record using ‘000000000’ for the Social Security
number, the birth date must exactly match the birth date on the MDE
database. If any portion of the birth date you report does not match the
MDE database, an error will be generated. If the MDE database is in error,
contact the STAR team by e-mail at mde.star@state.mn.us to have it
corrected.
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Race / Ethnicity
DEFINITION: Non-scientific racial/ethnic designation as defined by the U.S. Department of
Education. The manner of collection is left to the discretion of the district, but districts should
make it clear that these data are for the purpose of compliance with federal and state civil rights
laws.
VALUES:

1

American Indian or Alaskan Native: A person having origins in any of the
original peoples of North American and who maintains cultural identification
through tribal affiliation or community recognition.

2

Asian or Pacific Islander: A person having origins in any of the original
peoples of the Far East, Southeast Asia, the Pacific Islands or the Indian
subcontinent. This area includes, for example, China, India, Japan, Korea,
the Philippine Islands, and Samoa.
Hispanic: A person of Mexican, Puerto Rican, Cuban, Central or South
American, or other Spanish culture or origin – regardless of race.

3
4

Black, Not of Hispanic Origin: A person having origin in any of the Black
racial groups of Africa.

5

White, Not of Hispanic Origin: A person having origins in any of the original
peoples of Europe, North Africa, or the Middle East.

Required Y/N:

One or More
Must Be Y:

Y/N Hispanic/Latino

Y/N
Y/N
Y/N
Y/N
Y/N

American Indian or Alaskan Native
Asian
Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander
Black or African American
White

NOTES: This must be reported for each staff person. In cases where a staff member refuses to
self-identify, the district should make the determination.

USES: Required by the federal Office for Civil Rights (OCR). It is used to monitor employment
practices to ensure compliance with civil rights laws.
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New Licensed Staff
DEFINITION: Code used to identify the current employment status of all licensed staff.
VALUES:

00

Default Value – returning staff (was actively employed by your district the
previous submission

01

Newly Licensed staff (Minnesota graduate – first assignment in licensed
capacity or newly hired Community Expert)

02

Staff returning to profession after a break in service/or if unreported the
previous year

03

Transferred from another public school system in Minnesota the previous
year
Transferred from school in another state, country, or a non-public school

04
05
NOTES:

Newly licensed staff (out-of-state or out-of-country graduate – first
assignment in licensed capacity)
•
•

New licensed staff reported under codes 02 and 04 must also report
years of experience. See the data element Years of Experience on page
19 for further explanation.
Enter 00 for employees returning to your district from the prior year.

USES: Required by the federal Office for Civil Rights (OCR). This is used to monitor
employment practices to ensure compliance with civil rights laws. It is also used for supply and
demand studies.
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Inactive / Transfer / Termination
DEFINITION: Code used to identify why an individual became inactive, or why their
employment was terminated, since the prior STAR submission.
VALUES:

00 Default Value

LEAVE OF ABSENCE (INACTIVE) (employed but no regular assignment)
21 Maternity/Paternity/Adoption
22 Illness
23 Personal Obligations/Other
24 Travel
25 Professional Growth
26 Military Service
28 Extended Leave/Alternative Career Exploration/Sabbatical
29 Employed but has no Assignment in your District
NOTE: Report Leave of Absence or Inactive code each submission a staff person remains in
this status. Failure to do so will generate an Unreported Staff error, preventing data submission.
TRANSFER (no longer reported in a licensed position)
30 Intra-District Transfer from a Licensed Position to a Non-Licensed Position
TERMINATIONS (no longer employed)
46 Staff Reduction
47 Personal Reasons
49 Retirement
50 Death
51 Educator in Another District
52 Educator in Another State or Outside of U.S.
54 Other Educational Occupation
57 Not Offered Reemployment for Reasons Other than Staff Reduction
60 Unknown/Other
Note: Individuals reported with a Termination Code on the October submission should be
deleted on the March submission.
USES: Required by the federal Office for Civil Rights (OCR) for monitoring employment
practices. Used to account for licensed staff reported the prior submission and for supply and
demand studies.
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Contract Salary
DEFINITION: The contract salary for each active staff member. This salary is reported as the
actual annual salary.
VALUES: 000000 – 999999
NOTES:

•

•

•

•

USES:

•

•

Report actual annual salary that pertains to licensed assignments only (pay
incentives as well as payment for optional/overload period(s) should also be
included). For employees paid hourly, estimate the annual salary. Do not
include benefits or salary for extracurricular activities, coaching, summer
school or advisors.
Do NOT report salary amounts paid for any portion of time served in
assignments for which licensure is not required. An average salary
calculation is performed using the salary divided by the licensed calculated
FTE. Including salary pertaining to the non-licensed assignments will result
in an inflated average salary.
If the teacher contract for the district is still in negotiation, report the current
contract salary level for teachers. It is optional to update salary information
after contract settlement.
Salary figures should be right justified, preceded with zeros, and rounded
up to the nearest whole dollar. There should be no decimal. Example:
$10,550 must be reported as 010550.
Used with the calculated FTE to compute an average salary. Average
salary information is published in the annual School Report Card and other
various publications. See description of Average Salary Calculation on page
111.
Used by state and federal Educational organizations for salary
comparisons.
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Highest Education Level
DEFINITION: Code used to identify the highest level of Education attained by the employee.
VALUES:

NOTES:

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14

0—2 Years
Three Year
BA (Bachelor’s degree)
BA + 15-29 credits
BA + 30-44 credits
BA + 45-59 credits
BA + 60 or more credits
MA (Master’s degree)
MA + 15-29 credits
MA + 30-44 credits
MA + 45-59 credits
MA + 60 or more credits
ED Specialist
PhD (Doctoral degree)
•
•

•

•

All staff must be reported with their actual highest level of education.
This indicates ACADEMIC degrees and credits toward a further degree. It
does not correspond to contract step and lane, length of experience
progressions, or clock hours.
All + numbers are based on quarter credits. To convert semester credits
earned to quarter credits, use the following: # of semester credits x 1.5 = #
of quarter credits. Example: 10 semester credits x 1.5 = 15 quarter credits.
Choose the code that best fits the Education level of the employee, but
choose down. Example: BA + 25 becomes BA + 15, MA + 55 becomes
MA + 45.
Contract Days

DEFINITION: The number of days the employee is contracted to report to work.
VALUES: 000 – 265
NOTES: For inactive, transferred or terminated staff, report days worked as 000. See
Inactive/Transfer/Termination on page 16.
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Years of Experience (Superintendent, Principal, Classroom Teacher, Other)
DEFINITION: These fields are used to indicate the number of years of experience acquired by
an individual serving in an assignment for which licensure is required (including out-ofstate/country experience). Reported only if employed as a licensed school staff person for the
first time in Minnesota and has previous experience in another state/country, or is returning to
the Minnesota public school system after a break in service.
DO NOT include the current year when reporting experience; this is automatically updated upon
submitting a final report.
VALUES (separate two-character field for each of the four data elements listed above)
00
01-99

NOTES:

Used for newly licensed staff or all staff who provided service last year in
Minnesota.
Total actual years of experience (including out-of-state/country experience) in a K12 setting (excluding current year experience).

•

•

•

•

•

Do not count current year as experience. The current year of experience is
automatically accounted for when an error-free edit takes place and the
data is loaded to MDE’s database. Individuals who were reported in the
first submission will be reported with the same years of experience on
the second submission.
New Licensed Staff Codes of 02 and 04 (break in service) must report
experience.
One year will automatically be added to the reported
experience. Experience reported for these staff will replace what is
currently on the MDE database. If you are unsure of what is currently on
the MDE database, please contact the STAR Team Management at
mde.star@state.mn.us .
If an individual had two or more assignments (for example, superintendent
and principal) in a single year, credit years of experience to only one
category per year with precedence as follows: superintendent, principal,
teacher, other.
Licensed staff may not receive credit for years in which:
o They were considered inactive, regardless of whether or not they
received a salary.
o They were not considered employees, but rather worked for a school
district as an independent contractor.
Superintendent experience includes assistant superintendents and principal
experience includes assistant principals.
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Out-of-District Assignment
DEFINITION: Code used to indicate that the licensed staff person provides a portion of their
services or assignments in another public school district.
VALUES:

Y
N

NOTES:

Yes – This person provides services or assignments to another school district.
No – This person does not provide services or assignments to another school
district.
•

•

USES:

•
•

Y is to be reported by the employing district for staff that are serving or
providing a portion of their time in another public school district.
Y
indicates that there are additional assignments in other districts.
Do not report Y for staff that your district reports assignments totaling 1.00
FTE.
Used by MDE to initiate search for additional assignments in other districts.
Used in the Average Salary Calculation to sum total FTEs from other
districts. See description of Average Salary Calculation on page 111.
Fulltime / Part-Time

DEFINITION: Code used to indicate whether the employee in a position requiring licensure is
employed as full-time or part-time by the district as of October 1 (first submission) or March 1
(second submission). This determination is made at the district level, within conventional
parameters.
VALUES:
NOTES:

F
P

Full-time
Part-time
•
•
•

Refers to full-time or part-time during the school year. Does not require
year round employment.
Report only UPPER CASE characters.
Examples:
o A staff person who serves as a licensed teacher part-time and as a
principal the remainder of the time, use code F.
o A staff person who serves part-time as a licensed teacher and parttime as a non-licensed aid, use code P in both the Licensed Staff
Employment (LA) and Non-Licensed Staff (NA) files.
o A staff person who is hired as full-time, but serves in more than one
district, use code F.
o A staff person who is employed as full-time, but only has assignments
during one reporting session, use code F for both sessions and an
inactive code of 29 (employed but has no assignments in your district).

USES: Used to obtain an unduplicated count (head count) of full-time and part-time licensed
staff. Also used as a validity indicator in the FTE computation.
District Use
DEFINITION: This field may be used by local districts for linking staff records. It is not required
for state reporting.
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LB FILES: LICENSED STAFF ASSIGNMENT
Description and Summary
This file contains assignment related data for all staff serving in assignments in which the Board
of Teaching or the Minnesota Board of School Administrators requires licensure. This data is
typically maintained on a district’s student or scheduling system. See list of Assignments
Requiring Licensure on pages 38-50.
This file should include all assignments that are provided on October 1 (first submission) and
March 1 (second submission) and are provided in schools or programs designated to your
district.
Schools and programs designated to your district refer to those that have an official school/site
number assigned at MDE. For a list of all schools/sites assigned to your district go to the STAR
Web Edit System “View Reports” page and click on the link “School Lookup” in the left
navigation bar.
A separate record for each assignment and a separate record for each school and/or grade
level or range per assignment should be reported. ONLY district-wide staff (Superintendents,
etc.) should be reported under school number 000. This means that one staff person may have
multiple records in this file.
Refer to Reporting Protocol on page 7-9 for more details on who to report.
DO Report LB Records for:
•
•
•
•
•
•

All assignments provided in schools and programs designated to your district for which
licensure is required. (This includes assignments provided by employees of your
district and also assignments provided by staff not employed by your district.)
All classes being received by your students (in schools or programs designated to your
district) via ITV that are taught by staff of another district.
Early Childhood and parent educator staff in assignments requiring licensure.
Online Learning (OLL) classes provided to your students (see page 113).
Long-term substitute assignments (individuals who fill an assignment for more than 15
days consecutively)
College classes taught in the district school by a district staff member (commonly
referred to as College in the Classroom)

DO NOT Report LB Records For:
•
•
•
•
•

Any future or past assignments that the teacher is not doing at the time of the
submission (October 1st or March 1st). Only include the assignments the teacher is
doing at the time of the submission.
Assignments that are provided in schools or programs designated to another district.
The district receiving the services will report these assignments.
Coaching assignments
Student worker assignments
Short-call substitute assignments (individuals who fill an assignment for less than 15
days consecutively)
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•
•
•

Postsecondary Enrollment Options (PSEO) assignments that are taught by college
employees on the college campus
Extracurricular activities
Community Education classes that are not part of the K-12 curriculum and are open for
the entire community to attend (classes listed in community Education brochures).
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LB Files Data Element Descriptions
District Number
DEFINITION: The four character number of the school district in which an assignment takes
place. District numbers are assigned by MDE.
VALUES: 0001 – 9999
NOTES: Reported for each assignment
USES: Used by MDE to identify the district of assignment for licensed staff.
District Type
DEFINITION: The two-digit numeric code that identifies the type of school district in which an
assignment takes place.
VALUES:

01
02
03
06
07
50
51
52
53
61
62
70
83

Independent School District
Common School District
Special School District
Intermediate School District
Charter School
Miscellaneous Cooperative
Secondary Vocational Cooperative
Special Education Cooperative
Vocational and Special Education Cooperative
Education District
Cooperative Facilities
Academies (including those for the Deaf or Blind and for the Arts)
Service Cooperatives
File Folder Number

DEFINITION: A unique number assigned by MDE to a candidate upon application for licensure
or to an individual granted Community Expert status by the Board of Teaching.
VALUES:
NOTES:

000001 – 999998
•
•
•
•

All staff with a license or other authorization will have a folder number.
Look up file folder numbers on the Teacher License Lookup
(http://education.state.mn.us/MDE/EdExc/Licen/TeachLicLook/index.html)
A folder number is assigned when the license application is registered with
Educator Licensing. The existence of a file folder number does not
guarantee a license has been processed and approved.
If a folder number is not available for anyone in an assignment for which
licensure is required, report the LA record with ‘000000’ as the folder
number. This will generate a warning on the licensed Edit Report, but will
not prevent submission of your data. The person will also appear on the
Licensure/Assignment Discrepancy Report.

USES: Used by MDE as a unique identifier.
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School Number
DEFINITION: The official three-digit school number registered with MDE to identify a school
within a district. School number is distinct from district number, even where the district consists
of only one school.
VALUES:
NOTES:

000
District Wide
001-999 School/Program Site
•
•
•
•

•

•

School number is reported for each assignment.
There will be multiple records for staff with assignments at more than one
school.
Report ONLY district administrators and other non-teaching staff not
assigned to a specific school using the school number 000 (district wide).
All other staff should be reported with the school number where they are
assigned. If assigned at more than one school, a separate LB record
should be reported for each school. The Periods per Week should be
appropriately distributed between each school number reported.
Not reporting the appropriate school number (reporting staff under school
number 000 as district wide, for example) will result in underrepresentation
of school data when published in the School Report Card and other
school-level reports.
School numbers and other related information are reported and verified by
school districts via the District and School Site Verification
(http://education.state.mn.us/MDE/SchSup/DataSubLogin/SiteVerif/). For
information regarding your school numbers, school classifications, etc.,
contact MDE at mde.school-verify@state.mn.us.
Social Security Number

DEFINITION: The number which appears on an individual’s social security card.
VALUES: 000000001 – 999999999
NOTES:

•
•
•

•
•

Reporting actual social security numbers is optional.
If reported, the social security number must be entered as a nine-digit
number without punctuation of any kind.
If you choose NOT to report actual social security numbers, all zeros should
be reported instead. When all zeros are reported, the STAR edit will
attempt to verify positive identity using the folder number, last name, and
birth date (instead of folder number and social security number).
Do NOT create any bogus or substitute social security numbers for use in
the Licensed LA or LB records.
The social security number, whichever you choose to use, must match on
the LA and LB files or an error will occur.

USES: The social security numbers reported to MDE on the STAR System are transmitted via
a secure (SSL) website and are temporarily stored on a secure server. They are used only to
verify that an accurate folder number has been reported. The social security number is only
accessible to the district employee responsible for reporting STAR data and the department
staff working with the STAR reporting process and is never released to others.
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Assignment Code
DEFINITION: The MDE code that best describes the course or function the staff person is
assigned to perform or teach.
VALUES: 000001 – 999999
NOTES:

•
•
•
•
•
•

For Assignments Requiring Licensure, see page 38-50.
Please see page 113 for reporting online assignments.
Only assignment codes for assignments that require licensure may be used
in this field. Do not use non-licensed classification codes.
Report all staff members who serve in a capacity for which the Board of
Teaching or the Minnesota Board of School Administrators requires
licensure.
Report each assignment as a separate record. This means there may be
multiple assignments for one individual.
A staff member with assignments at more than one school or at more than
one grade level or range will have multiple records.

Grade Level
DEFINITION: The most appropriate grade level of students taught in the assignment. Use
specific grade levels whenever possible. This is important for determining accurate teacher
counts by grade.
VALUES: 01
1st grade
02
2nd grade
03
3rd grade
04
4th grade
05
5th grade
06
6th grade
07
7th grade
08
8th grade
09
9th grade
10
10th grade
11
11th grade
12
12th grade
16
Pre-Kindergarten (not valid with ASG Code 180100)
17
Kindergarten
Use codes below ONLY if the individual grades listed above do not apply.
Elementary (1-6) [NOT valid with ASG Codes 180101 or 180100]
15
Elementary (K-6) [NOT valid with ASG Codes 180101 or 180100]
18
19
Secondary (7-12)
23
Junior High (7-9) [assignment includes ALL three grades]
24
Senior High (9-12 or combination of these grades)
25
Middle School (5-9 or combination of these grades)
30
Adult/Parent Student
37
K-12 (instructional assignment serving all grades, elementary & secondary, in
select assignments) [see note on page 26]
99
Administrative & Non-Instructional Staff or as designated
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GRADE
LEVEL
NOTES:

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

For instructional assignments covering multiple grades you must report
assignments for each grade or range. For Assignment Code 180100 each
grade level MUST be reported separately.
Staff serving all grades (K-12) may report two records, one each with grade
levels 18 and 19; OR for selected assignment codes (listed below), you may
report one record using grade level 37.
For an elementary teacher teaching a multi-grade class (i.e., grades 3 and 4
or K-2), report two or more assignment records: one for each grade, dividing
the number of periods between the assignment records. Example: An
assignment record for grade 3 with 15 periods and a record for grade 4 with
5 periods.
For non-elementary student content assignments covering multiple grades,
report assignment for each appropriate grade or grade range.
All Administrative, Supervisory, Support Services and Other NonInstructional assignments, plus Reserve Teacher (899999), must use grade
level 99.
Adult Basic Education and Early Childhood/Family Educator (ECFE) Parent
Educator must use grade level 30.
ECFE Child Educator must use grade level 16.
For teachers licensed in grades 5-8 and not 9-12, do not use the Junior
High code (number 23, grades 7-9), the Middle School code (number 25,
grades 5-9), or the Secondary code (number 19, grades 7-12). These
codes will cause the teacher to appear on the Licensure/Assignment
Discrepancy report. If you are unsure how to report the grade level for a
teacher licensed in grades 5-8, please contact the STAR Team at
mde.star@state.mn.us.

GRADE LEVEL 37
NOTES:
890200
890300
021610
022300
022401
022501
022502

This may be used only with the following assignment codes when a
staff person is teaching ALL (not selected) grades, both elementary
and secondary:
Gifted Education Teacher
Homebound Teacher
Dance
Classroom/General Music
Vocal Music
Band
Orchestra

190000-196119

Special Education

USES: Used by Educator Licensing in the FTE calculation. See pages 109-110 for more
details on the FTE calculation relating to grade levels reported.
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Mode of Teaching
DEFINITION: Code used to indicate an alternative mode of instruction.
VALUES: 0

Default (Zero or blank) – General Mode of Teaching

I

Interactive Television (ITV) – Reported by district receiving services from
another district via ITV

T

Team Teaching – More than one teacher in classroom teaching together OR
Special Education Multi-Disability Team Teaching Model

X
L

Extra Assignment – Designates an intentional overload assignment which will
raise the FTE to greater than 1.0
Online Learning (OLL) – Reported by district receiving Online Learning
services

NOTES:
I = Interactive Television (ITV)
•

•

Report I only if instruction is being RECEIVED by your district via ITV and you are NOT
the employing district. The I indicates that the FTE calculated for this class is in
addition to time spent in a regular classroom. The employing district should not report I
in Mode of Teaching.
ITV classes offered as Postsecondary Educational Options (PSEO) do not need to be
reported.

T = Team Teaching
•

Report T for an assignment where the teacher is one of two or more teachers teaching
in the same classroom, at the same time, sharing in the presentation of the same
curriculum to the same group of students OR to designate an assignment for a teacher
who is a member of a formally constituted Special Education Multi-disability Team,
whose members work together to serve a group of students among whom a variety of
disabilities are represented.

X = Extra Assignment
•

Report X for overload assignments or assignments that are in addition to those that
already calculate to 1.0 FTE. An individual cannot have a FTE greater than 1.05 (in
one district or combined districts) unless one or more of the assignments are reported
with an X in the Mode of Teaching.

L = Online Learning (OLL)
•

Report L for online learning assignments. This should be reported by the district
receiving the online learning services, whether the teacher is employed by the district
or not. This designation will calculate the same as an X for purposes of the FTE. See
page 113 for reporting online assignments.

USES: Used as a validity indicator for determining FTE calculation.
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Periods per Week
DEFINITION: The number of periods each week that the assignment takes place.
VALUES: 01 – 80
60-minute Period Notes:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Administrators and all other non-instructional staff (grade level 99), report a total of
30 periods to calculate to 1.00 FTE.
Kindergarten teachers:
o Two half-day assignments per day - report a total of 30 periods to calculate to
1.00 FTE.
o One half-day assignment per day - report a total of 15 periods to calculate to
.50 FTE.
o Full day, every other day assignment (for example, Monday, Wednesday and
Friday) - report a total of 18 periods.
Grades Pre-K - 6 teachers – report a total of 30 periods to calculate to 1.00 FTE.
Middle School Teachers (grade level 25 only) – report a total of 25 periods to
calculate to 1.00 FTE.
Grades 7-12 teachers – report the number of times a class meets per week. A total
of 25 periods per week will calculate to 1.00 FTE. If a total of 30 periods per week
are reported in the same district, this will also calculate to 1.00 FTE.
Grade level 37 (all grades K-12) – report a total of 30 periods to calculate to 1.00
FTE.
Grade level 30 (adult / parent) – report a total of 30 periods to calculate to 1.00 FTE.

Block Schedule Notes:
•
•
•

If the period length is at least 75 minutes long - report a total of 15 periods to
calculate to 1.00 FTE
Must also report Length of Period of 75 or greater– see Length of Period on page 29.
For more details on the FTE calculation see pages 109-110.

USES: This data element is used (along with Length of Period) in the calculation of FTE.
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Length of Period
DEFINITION: MDE considers the typical length of a class period to be between 45 and 60
minutes. This does not include passing time. It is required to report only exceptions to this
length.
VALUES:

000

Shorter than typical length; report actual minutes

045 – 060

Considered typical length; report 000 or 060 or actual minutes
Longer than typical length, but not enough for Block; report actual
minutes
Considered Block length period; report actual minutes

061 – 074
075 – 180

NOTES:

Default Value; considered equal to 60 minutes

010 – 044

•

•
•
•
•

45-60 minute periods will default to 60 minutes and 000 will also default to
60 minutes for purposes of calculating the FTE. If the length of period is
between 45-60 minutes, a district may choose to report the actual length or
leave as 000.
For administrators and other non-instructional staff report 000.
For General Elementary, Kindergarten, Pre-Kindergarten and ECFE
teachers (assignment codes 180100, 180101, 180102, 180160, 180401
and 180403) report 000.
Right-justify and proceed with zeros as necessary to fill the three-digit field.
Block Schedules: Must report minutes per block (75 or more) for correct
FTE calculation to occur.

USES: This data element is used in the calculation of FTE. See description of FTE calculation
on pages 109-110.
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Total Number of Pupils
DEFINITION: The total number of pupils is reported for the instructional assignments listed
below.
VALUES:

000 Default
001–999

NOTES:

•

•
•

•
•
•

Teacher assignment codes that require pupil reporting are 010000060205, 060207-060500, 063000-179999, 200000-399999 and 890101899998. These codes include teachers of the following subjects:
o Visual and Performing Arts; Communication Arts and Literature;
Foreign Languages and Cultures; Health, Safety, and Physical
Education; Career Exploration/Self-Management Life Skills; Family
and Consumer Science; Industrial/Technology Education;
Mathematics; Natural Sciences; Agricultural Education; Computer
and Information Technology; Business Education; Social
Sciences/Social Studies; Career and Technical Programs and Other
Instructional Assignments
Zero fill for all other assignment codes.
Pupils do NOT need to be reported for Special Education (190000196999), General Elementary (180100), Kindergarten (180101), PreKindergarten (180102), Bilingual Kindergarten/Elementary (180160),
School Readiness (180750), ECFE (180401-180403), ESL (060206 or
061000-062999), Adult Basic (890100) or Reserve Teacher (899999).
Pupils do NOT need to be reported for administrative, management,
supervisory, support services and other non-instructional staff.
Interactive television and Online Learning: the district receiving the
services will report a complete assignment record, which includes the
number of pupils at their site.
Team teaching (non–special Education assignments): prorate pupils by
equally dividing the number of students by the number of teachers
participating in the team teaching situation. This does NOT apply to any
special Education assignments. It is NOT required to report pupils
for special Education assignments.

District Use
DEFINITION: This field may be used by local districts for linking staff records. It is not required
for state reporting.
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NA FILES: NON-LICENSED STAFF
DESCRIPTION & SUMMARY
This file contains all the data for staff in positions not requiring licensure by the Board of
Teaching or the Minnesota Board of School Administrators. This data is typically maintained on
a district’s personnel/payroll system.
All staff employed by your district as of October 1 (first submission) or March 1 (second
submission) in positions not requiring licensure should be reported on this file. Staff employed
by your district are those your district has the authority to hire and terminate.
A separate record for each employee classification (see page 90) and a separate record for
each school per classification should be reported. District-wide staff (school business officials,
district office clericals, etc.) should be reported under school number 000.
Non-licensed staff whose services are contracted are not considered employees of the district
and should not be reported on STAR unless the Board of Teaching or the Board of School
Administrators requires licensure. If a license is required, these individuals should be reported
on the licensed side of STAR.
Non-licensed staff employed full-time by one district, but serving in more than one district,
should be reported only by the district of employment.
Refer to Reporting Protocol, beginning on pages 7-9 for more details on who to report.
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NA Files Data Element Descriptions Table of Content
District Number
DEFINITION: The four character number of the school district in which an assignment takes
place. District numbers are assigned by MDE.
VALUES: 0001 – 9999
NOTES: Non-licensed staff are reported ONLY by the district that has the authority to hire and
terminate the employee, regardless of where the services take place.

District Type
DEFINITION: The two-digit numeric code that identifies the type of school district in which an
assignment takes place.
VALUES:

01
02
03
06
07
50
51
52
53
61
62
70
83

Independent School District
Common School District
Special School District
Intermediate School District
Charter School
Miscellaneous Cooperative
Secondary Vocational Cooperative
Special Education Cooperative
Vocational and Special Education Cooperative
Education District
Cooperative Facilities
Academies (including those for the Deaf or Blind and for the Arts)
Service Cooperatives
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School Number
DEFINITION: The official three-digit school number registered with MDE to identify a school
within a district. School number is distinct from district number, even where the district consists
of only one school.
VALUES:
NOTES:

000
001—999
•
•
•
•
•

•

District-Wide
School/Program Site

School number is reported for each assignment.
There will be multiple records for staff with assignments at more than one
school.
Report ONLY district administrators and other non-teaching staff not
assigned to a specific school using the school number 000 (district wide).
All other staff should be reported with the school number where they are
assigned. If assigned at more than one school, a separate NA record
should be reported for each school.
Not reporting the appropriate school number (reporting staff under school
number 000 as district wide, for example) will result in underrepresentation of
school data when published in the School Report Card and other school-level
reports.
School numbers and other related information are reported and verified by
school districts via the District and School Site Verification
(http://education.state.mn.us/MDE/SchSup/DataSubLogin/SiteVerif/). For
information regarding your school numbers, school classifications, etc.,
contact MDE at mde.school-verify@state.mn.us.
Social Security Number

DEFINITION: The number which appears on an individual’s social security card.
VALUES: 000000001 – 999999999
NOTES:

•
•
•
•

Reporting actual social security numbers is optional.
If reported, the social security number must be entered as a nine-digit number
without punctuation of any kind.
District will need to obtain a consent form from non-licensed staff to report
social security numbers. Keep these consent forms in the employee files. Do
not send to MDE. Districts may use the consent form on page 116.
If you choose not to report or are unable to obtain consent to report the social
security number, create a unique number as follows:
o For the first four digits use the four-digit DISTRICT NUMBER.
o For the remaining five digits, assign a number unique to each
individual.

USES: The social security numbers reported to MDE on the STAR system are transmitted via a
secure (SSL) website and are temporarily stored on a secure server. The social security
number is only accessible to the district employee responsible for reporting STAR data and the
department staff working with the STAR reporting process and is never released to others.
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Staff Name
DEFINITION: The name of the staff person on district payroll records to be reported in the
following format: LAST, FIRST MIDDLE
NOTES:

•
•
•

Use UPPERCASE characters only.
Include comma between last and first names; space between first and middle
(for example, MANNING, JOHN M). Everything left of the comma is
considered last name.
Full middle name or first initial of middle name may be reported.
Gender

VALUES:

F
M

Female
Male

NOTES: Use UPPERCASE characters only.
USES: Required by the federal Office for Civil Rights (OCR) and used to monitor hiring and
terminating practices to ensure compliance with civil rights laws.

Birth Date
DEFINITION: The year, month, and day of an individual’s birth.
VALUES: YYYYMMDD (Year/Month/Day)
NOTES:

•
•

The above year/month/day sequence is the required file format. Districts may
key these data in any sequence specified by vendor software products,
provided it is submitted to MDE in the correct sequence.
Examples of birth dates:
August 11, 1936 = 19360811
January 5, 1954 = 19540105

•

There should be no spaces or commas between the year, month, or day.
When a month’s number is a single digit, it must be preceded by a zero
(example, 1 = 01).
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Race / Ethnicity
DEFINITION: Non-scientific racial/ethnic designation as defined by the U.S. Department of
Education. The manner of collection is left to the discretion of the district, but districts should
make it clear that these data are for the purpose of compliance with federal and state civil rights
laws.
VALUES:

1
2

3
4
5
Required Y/N:

American Indian or Alaskan Native: A person having origins in any of the
original peoples of North American and who maintains cultural identification
through tribal affiliation or community recognition.
Asian or Pacific Islander: A person having origins in any of the original
peoples of the Far East, Southeast Asia, the Pacific Islands, or the Indian
subcontinent. This area includes, for example, China, India, Japan, Korea,
the Philippine Islands, and Samoa.
Hispanic: A person of Mexican, Puerto Rican, Cuban, Central or South
American, or other Spanish culture or origin – regardless of race.
Black, Not of Hispanic Origin: A person having origin in any of the Black
racial groups of Africa.
White, Not of Hispanic Origin: A person having origins in any of the original
peoples of Europe, North Africa, or the Middle East.
Y/N

Hispanic/Latino

One Or More Must Be Y:

Y/N
Y/N
Y/N
Y/N
Y/N

American Indian or Alaskan Native
Asian
Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander
Black or African American
White

NOTES: This must be reported for each staff person. In cases where a staff member refuses to
self-identify, the district should make the determination.
USES: Required by the federal Office for Civil Rights (OCR). It is used to monitor employment
practices to ensure compliance with civil rights laws.
New Non-Licensed Staff
DEFINITION: Code used to identify the employment status of all members in positions not
requiring licensure hired after the last reporting period.
VALUES:

00
20

Default Value (was actively employed by your district the previous submission)
New Hire (not employed by your district in any capacity, licensed or nonlicensed, the previous submission)

NOTES: Use zeros for returning employees (from prior submission)
USES: Required by the federal Office for Civil Rights (OCR). This is used to monitor
employment practices to ensure compliance with civil rights laws. It is also used for supply and
demand studies.
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Employee Classification
DEFINITION: Code used to identify the general occupation of the employee.
VALUES: See Classification Codes on page 90.
NOTES:

•
•

Classification codes may represent occupations/jobs that vary from the
examples given, but should clearly fit the same general character or purpose
of those listed for that code.
Classification codes are only valid when reported in a non-Licensed (NA)
record. They may not be used in place of an assignment code in a Licensed
Assignment (LB) record. Nor can licensed assignment codes be used in a
Non-Licensed (NA) record.

NCLB requirements for paraprofessionals:
Title I Paraprofessionals working under Title I, and all other Instructional Paraprofessionals in a
Title I school-wide program are required to be “Highly Qualified.” Following are the three
options for meeting these requirements:
A. Two years of study at an institution of higher Education. Minnesota’s standard: A
minimum of 60 semester credits or the amount required to complete two years of full
time enrollment as determined by the institution attended; OR
B. An Associate’s degree. Minnesota’s standard: An AA, AS, AAS (or higher) degree;
OR
C. A demonstration, through a formal state or local academic assessment, of:
a. knowledge of and the ability to assist in instructing reading, writing and math; or
b. knowledge of and the ability to assist in instructing reading readiness, writing
readiness and mathematics readiness, as appropriate.
Minnesota’s standard (for C) can be met one of three ways:
1. A passing score on an assessment from the state approved list.*
2. Demonstrating all Minnesota Paraprofessional Core Competencies (1-8) by
local district validation of a portfolio through transferable work experience,
college courses, workshops/conferences, Para eLink and demonstration of skill
using Para eLink or a similar curriculum that focuses on recent training
addressed in Competency 9 of Reading, Math and Writing.
3. A state approved Local assessment.
*For more information about paraprofessionals
(http://education.state.mn.us/MDE/EdExc/Para/index.html)

USES: The federal Office for Civil Rights (OCR) and the National Center for Education
Statistics (NCES) require the reporting of this data.
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Hours Worked Per Week
DEFINITION: The typical number of hours the non-licensed staff person works per week, not
including overtime. Report as of the week that includes October 1 (first submission) and March
1 (second submission).
VALUES: 01 – 60
NOTES: 40 hours = 1 FTE. Hours worked per week should be prorated among multiple
assignments.
Examples:
An employee who drives school bus 18 hours/week, plus performs custodial functions 16
hours/week would have two records: 1) Bus driver – 18 hours and 2) Custodian – 16
hours.
Fractions of an hour should be rounded to the nearest hour. For example, 36.5 should
be rounded to 37; 36.4 should be rounded to 36.
USES: Used in the FTE calculation.
Full-Time / Part-Time
DEFINITION: Code used to indicate the employment status as of October 1 (first submission)
or March 1 (second submission). This determination is made at the district level, within
conventional parameters.
VALUES:

NOTES:

F

Full-time

P

Part-time

•

Refers to full-time or part-time during the school year. Does not require year
round employment.
o Example: A staff person who serves part-time as a licensed teacher
and part-time as a non-licensed aid, code P in both the Licensed Staff
Employment (LA) and Non-Licensed Staff (NA) files.
o Example: A staff person who is hired as full-time, but serves in more
than one district, code F.
Report only UPPER CASE characters.

•

USES: Used to obtain an unduplicated count (head count) of full-time and part-time licensed
staff. Also used as a validity indicator in the FTE computation.
District Use
DEFINITION: This field may be used by local districts for linking staff records. It is not required
for state reporting.
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ASSIGNMENTS REQUIRING LICENSURE version #1 - without description
(organized alphabetically)

SUPERINTENDENT and PRINCIPALS (must use grade level 99)
Superintendent
Elementary Principal

920001
931001

Assistant Superintendent
Assistant Elementary Principal

920002
931002

Middle School Principal
Secondary Principal
Principal, K-12 Building

933001
932001
933000

Assistant Middle School Principal
Assistant Secondary Principal
Assistant Principal, K-12 Building

933002
932002
933010

COORDINATORS, DIRECTORS, SUPERVISORS, and OTHER ADMINISTRATORS
Coordinators
Coordinator, Audio-Visual Education
950300
Coordinator, Gifted Education
Coordinator, ECFE
950100
Coordinator, School Readiness
Coordinator, Title 1 (does not require licensure, report as a non-licensed assignment)

950500
950200

Directors
Assistant Director, Special Education
Director, Audio Visual Education

960301
960100

Director, Guidance and Counseling
Director, Secondary Education Programs

960600
960400

Director, Community Education
Director, Elementary Education Programs

960700
960500

Director, Special Education
Director or Coordinator of Curriculum

960300
960200

Supervisors of Programs and Staff
916000
917020

903000
917050

Supervisor, Media Functions and Staff
Supervisor, Mild to Moderate Impairment
Supervisor, Moderate to Severe
Impairment
Supervisor, Music Education
Supervisor, Natural Sciences Education

908030

Supervisor, Physical and Health Education

908000

917040

Supervisor, Physical Education

908040

906030

Supervisor, Physically Impaired

917030

905000

Supervisor, School Psychology

917090

909000

Supervisor, Social Studies Education

915000

906020
908010

Supervisor, Social Work
Supervisor, Special Education

917095
917000

910000

Supervisor, Speech-Language Pathology

917080

919000
911000

Supervisor, Visual Impairments

917010

Supervisor, Adapted Physical Education
Supervisor, Art Education

917070
902000

Supervisor, Emotional Behavior Disorders

918000

Supervisor, Business Education
Supervisor, Deaf or Hard of Hearing
Supervisor, Driver Education
Supervisor, Early Childhood Special
Education
Supervisor, English as a Second
Language Education
Supervisor, English/Language Arts
Education
Supervisor, Family and Consumer Science
Education
Supervisor, Foreign Languages Education
Supervisor, Health Education
Supervisor, Industrial and Technology
Education
Supervisor, Learning Disabilities
Supervisor, Mathematics Education

917060
912000
913000

Other Administrators
Administrator on Special Assignment
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SUPPORT SERVICES (must use grade level 99)
Guidance and Counseling, Elementary

940302

School Nurse

940800

Guidance and Counseling, Middle School
Guidance and Counseling, Secondary
Librarian
Media Generalist or Library Media
Specialist

940301
940300
940400

School Psychologist
School Social Worker
Speech-Language Pathologist

940500
940700
940200

941000

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
Non-Core Experimental Program Teacher

890413

“Highly Qualified” Experimental Program Teacher
Teaching Arts (visual or music)
Teaching Civics and Government
Teaching Economics
Teaching English
Teaching Foreign Languages

891009
891005
891006
891000
891004

Teaching Geography
Teaching History
Teaching Mathematics
Teaching Reading or Language Arts
Teaching Science

891007
891008
891002
891001
891003

NOT “Highly Qualified” Experimental Program Teacher
Teaching Arts (visual or music)
Teaching Civics and Government
Teaching Economics
Teaching English
Teaching Foreign Languages

892009
892005
892006
892000
892004

Teaching Geography
Teaching History
Teaching Mathematics
Teaching Reading or Language Arts
Teaching Science

892007
892008
892002
892001
892003

OTHER NON-INSTRUCTIONAL ASSIGNMENTS (must use grade level 99)
Academic Interventionist
Curriculum Development, Grad Standards
Technician, or Assessment Coordinator
Dean of Students
Department Chair (academic subject
areas)
Grant Coordinator
Monitoring, Study Hall, Computer Lab, etc.
Program Coordinator, Special Education

990310

Program or Q Comp Coordinator

990110

990400

Staff Development

990200

990900

Teacher Mentorship or Q Comp Mentor
Teacher on Special Assignment –
Non-Instructional
Teacher Prep
Technology Integration Specialist

990250

990100
990350
990300
990500

990099
990150
990320

OTHER INSTRUCTIONAL ASSIGNMENTS
Adult Basic Education (grade level 30)

Humanities
Math, Science, and Technology Integrated
Gifted Education Teacher (grade level 37)
890200
Curriculum
Grad Standards Instructor
890700
Reserve Teacher (grade level 99)
Teacher on Special Assignment –
Homebound Teacher
890300
Instructional
Homeroom or Advisory
890600
Tutor (licensed teacher)
Service Learning Teacher – use Self-Management or Life Skills Code
Title 1 Teacher – use Elementary Math or Elementary Reading Codes
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PRE-KINDERGARTEN, KINDERGARTEN, and ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Bilingual Kindergarten or Elementary
Education
ECFE Child Educator (grade level 16)
ECFE Parent Educator (grade level 30)
General Elementary Education

180160
180403
180401
180100

Immersion Kindergarten or Elementary
Education
Kindergarten (grade level 17)
Pre-Kindergarten (grade level 16)
School Readiness

180170
180101
180102
180750

VISUAL and PERFORMING ARTS
Visual Arts

Commercial Arts or Graphics Design
Elementary Classroom Visual Arts
Foundations of Studio Arts
Media Arts or Photography

020601
020300
020501
020207

Middle or Junior High School Visual Arts
Single or Mixed Form Studio Arts
Visual Art History or Appreciation

Band
Classroom or General Music
Dance
Dramatic Literature (performing arts)
Oral Interpretation (performing arts)

022501
022300
021610
021337
021503

Orchestra
Theatre Arts
TV or Film Production
Vocal Music

Performing Arts

020400
020502
020102

022502
021603
021509
022401

COMMUNICATION ARTS and LITERATURE
Composition
Comprehensive Language Arts
Creative Writing
Dramatic Literature (Communication Arts)
English, Advanced Placement
English, International Baccalaureate
Film, Radio, or TV Broadcast
Film Studies
Journalism

050400
050100
050402
050337
050380
050390
050509
050507
050403

Literature
Mass Media Communications
Oral Communications or Discussion
Oral Interpretation (Communication Arts)
Public Speaking
Reading, Elementary
Reading, Secondary
Technical Writing

050300
050372
050508
050503
050501
050194
050199
050405

WORLD LANGUAGES and CULTURES
Greek
Hebrew

Classical Languages
060106
060212

060105
060125

German

060209

German, Advanced Placement

060259

Italian
Japanese
Japanese, Advanced Placement
Ojibwe
Other Languages not listed
Russian
Spanish
Spanish, Advanced Placement

060213
060214
060254
060221
069991
060218
060219
060359

Modern Languages

American Sign Language
060201
American Indian History, Language, and Cultures
(see Social Studies for code)
Arabic
060202
Chinese
060203
Chinese, Advanced Placement
060253
Dakota
060222
Exploratory Language or Cultural Program 060401
French
060208
French, Advanced Placement
060258
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ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE (ESL or ELL)
English as a Second Language
(NOT content specific)

060206

“Highly Qualified” English as a Second Language (see page 61 for descriptions)
Teaching Arts (visual or music)

061009

Teaching Geography

061007

Teaching Civics and Government

061005

Teaching History

061008

Teaching Economics

061006

Teaching Mathematics

061002

Teaching English

061000

Teaching Reading or Language Arts

061001

Teaching Foreign Languages

061004

Teaching Science

061003

NOT “Highly Qualified” English as a Second Language (see page 61 for descriptions)
Teaching Arts (visual or music)

062009

Teaching Geography

062007

Teaching Civics and Government

062005

Teaching History

062008

Teaching Economics

062006

Teaching Mathematics

062002

Teaching English

062000

Teaching Reading or Language Arts

062001

Teaching Foreign Languages

062004

Teaching Science

062003

HEALTH, SAFETY, and PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Bilingual Health Education

080102

Physical Conditioning or Fitness

080310

Driver and Traffic Safety Behind-the-Wheel

080710

080106

Driver and Traffic Safety Classroom

080700

General Physical Education

080300

Safety, First Aid, or First Responder
Specialized Individual, Dual, and Team
Sports
Swimming

Health Education or Personal Wellness

080100

080306
080302

CAREER EXPLORATION, SELF-MANAGEMENT, and LIFE SKILLS
Career Exploration

160200

Study Skills

160300

Self-Management or Life Skills

160100

Teacher Coordinator Work-Based Learning

160000

FAMILY and CONSUMER SCIENCE

090103

Family Resources Management,
Consumer Economics, Personal Finance
Food and Nutrition

090107

Economics

150600

General Family and Consumer Science

090100

Family Living

090106

Housing and Home Furnishings

090109

Child Development or Parenting

090102

Clothing and Textiles
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INDUSTRIAL and TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION
Basic Building Construction Processes

100100

100500

Home and Building Maintenance
Manufacturing and Metalworking Tech
Systems
Media Production
Principles of Technology or Technology
Systems
Technical Drawing or Drafting

Communications Technologies

102100

Electricity

100400

Electronics

100403

Elementary Industrial Technical Education
Energy, Power, and Transportation Tech
Systems
General Industrial Technical Education

100800

101701

101600

Woodworking Technology

101901

101300
102500
100690

100600

MATHEMATICS
th

7 grade Math
th
8 Grade Math
Algebra or Integrated Math 1

110200
110210
110301

Elementary Math
General or Consumer Math
Geometry or Integrated Math 2

110100
110502
111200

Algebra, Advanced or Integrated Math 3
Basic Mathematics
Bilingual Mathematics
Calculus
Calculus, Advanced Placement or
International Baccalaureate

111300
110505
111102
110600

Other Math Classes not listed
Pre-Algebra
Pre-Calculus or Integrated Math 4
Probability and Statistics or Discrete Math

119991
111101
110601
111500

110610

NATURAL SCIENCES
Aeronautics/ Aviation
Astronomy
Bilingual Science
Biology, Advanced Placement or
International Baccalaureate
Biology, General
Biology, Secondary Level
Biology, Special Topics (Forensics)
Chemistry, Advanced Placement or
International Baccalaureate
Chemistry, General
Chemistry, Special Topics

130413
130355
130102

Earth Science
Elementary Science
Environmental Science

130412
130010
130502

130290

Integrated Science

130100

130216

Life Science

130210

130215
130295

Physical Science
Physics, Advanced
Physics, Advanced Placement or
International Baccalaureate
Physics, General

130310
130352

130390
130333
130395

130359
130351

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
Agricultural Management
Agriculture, Introduction
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Horticulture, Animal, or Crop Production
Natural Resources Management

200300
200505
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COMPUTER and INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Computer Assisted Design (CAD) Drafting
Computer Communications and the
Internet
Computer Hardware Technology

301800

301100

301400

Keyboarding - Basic Computer Operations
Keyboarding (Elementary) - Basic
Computer Operations and Maintenance
Network Technology

Computer Programming

301300

Web Page Design

301700

General Business Computer Applications

301200

301600

300100
301500

BUSINESS EDUCATION
Accounting/ Bookkeeping

140102

Economics

150600

Business Communications

140310

Office Procedures

140301

Business Math

149982

Other Business Classes not listed

149991

Business Organization or Management
Consumer Economics or Personal
Financial Management

140330

Personal and Business Law

149918

149922

Sales or Marketing

140320

SOCIAL SCIENCE/ SOCIAL STUDIES
American Indian History, Language, and
Culture
Anthropology or Archaeology

150110

Philosophy

151300

150102

Psychology

151103

Bilingual Social Studies

151102

151000

Economics

150600

Elementary Social Studies

150100

Political Science or Civics and Government
Social Studies - Advanced Placement or
International Baccalaureate
Social Studies - Integrated

159991

Geography

150700

Sociology

151200

History

150800
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SPECIAL EDUCATION
Use these codes for teachers NOT providing direct instruction in a CORE Academic
subject. Also, use these codes for Special Education LIFE SKILLS or STUDY SKILLS
classes.
Academic and Behavioral Specialist

199810

Learning Disabilities

190201

Autism Spectrum Disorders

190202

Mild to Moderate Mental Impairments

199801

Blind or Visually Impaired

190498

Moderate to Severe Mental Impairments

199802

Deaf or Blind

190490

Oral Aural Deaf Education

190480

Deaf or Hard of Hearing

190497

Other Health Disabilities

190301

Developmental Adapted Physical
Education

190302

Physical Disabilities

190300

Early Childhood Special Education

190500

Traumatic Brain Injury

190700

Emotional Behavior Disorders

190200

Use the following codes for Special Education teachers who are providing direct
instruction in a CORE academic subject.
ACADEMIC AND BEHAVIORAL SPECIALIST
“Highly Qualified”
Teaching Arts (visual or music)

195129

Teaching Geography

195127

Teaching Civics and Government

195125

Teaching History

195128

Teaching Economics

195126

Teaching Mathematics

195122

Teaching English

195120

Teaching Reading or Language Arts

195121

Teaching Foreign Languages

195124

Teaching Science

195123

NOT “Highly Qualified”
Teaching Arts (visual or music)

196129

Teaching Geography

196127

Teaching Civics and Government

196125

Teaching History

196128

Teaching Economics

196126

Teaching Mathematics

196122

Teaching English

196120

Teaching Reading or Language Arts

196121

Teaching Foreign Languages

196124

Teaching Science

196123
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AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDERS
Teaching Arts (visual or music)
Teaching Civics and Government
Teaching Economics
Teaching English
Teaching Foreign Languages
Teaching Arts (visual or music)
Teaching Civics and Government
Teaching Economics
Teaching English
Teaching Foreign Languages

“Highly Qualified”
195029
195025
195026
195020
195024

Teaching Geography
Teaching History
Teaching Mathematics
Teaching Reading or Language Arts
Teaching Science

NOT “Highly Qualified”
196029
196025
196026
196020
196024

Teaching Geography
Teaching History
Teaching Mathematics
Teaching Reading or Language Arts
Teaching Science

195027
195028
195022
195021
195023
196027
196028
196022
196021
196023

BLIND OR VISUALLY IMPAIRED
Teaching Arts (visual or music)
Teaching Civics and Government
Teaching Economics
Teaching English
Teaching Foreign Languages
Teaching Arts (visual or music)
Teaching Civics and Government
Teaching Economics
Teaching English
Teaching Foreign Languages

“Highly Qualified”
195089
195085

Teaching Geography
Teaching History

195087
195088

195086
195080
195084

Teaching Mathematics
Teaching Reading or Language Arts
Teaching Science

195082
195081
195083

NOT “Highly Qualified”
196089
196085

Teaching Geography
Teaching History

196087
196088

196086
196080
196084

Teaching Mathematics
Teaching Reading or Language Arts
Teaching Science

196082
196081
196083

DEAF or BLIND
Teaching Arts (visual or music)
Teaching Civics and Government
Teaching Economics
Teaching English
Teaching Foreign Languages
Teaching Arts (visual or music)
Teaching Civics and Government
Teaching Economics
Teaching English
Teaching Foreign Languages
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“Highly Qualified”
195069
195065
195066
195060

Teaching Geography
Teaching History
Teaching Mathematics
Teaching Reading or Language Arts

195067
195068
195062
195061

195064

Teaching Science

195063

NOT “Highly Qualified”
196069
196065
196066
196060

Teaching Geography
Teaching History
Teaching Mathematics
Teaching Reading or Language Arts

196067
196068
196062
196061

196064

Teaching Science

196063
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DEAF OR HARD OF HEARING
Teaching Arts (visual or music)
Teaching Civics and Government
Teaching Economics
Teaching English
Teaching Foreign Languages
Teaching Arts (visual or music)
Teaching Civics and Government
Teaching Economics
Teaching English
Teaching Foreign Languages

“Highly Qualified”
195079
195075
195076
195070
195074

Teaching Geography
Teaching History
Teaching Mathematics
Teaching Reading or Language Arts
Teaching Science

NOT “Highly Qualified”
196079
196075
196076
196070
196074

Teaching Geography
Teaching History
Teaching Mathematics
Teaching Reading or Language Arts
Teaching Science

195077
195078
195072
195071
195073
196077
196078
196072
196071
196073

EMOTIONAL BEHAVIORAL DISORDERS
Teaching Arts (visual or music)
Teaching Civics and Government
Teaching Economics
Teaching English
Teaching Foreign Languages
Teaching Arts (visual or music)
Teaching Civics and Government
Teaching Economics
Teaching English
Teaching Foreign Languages

“Highly Qualified”
195009
195005
195006

Teaching Geography
Teaching History
Teaching Mathematics

195007
195008
195002

195000
195004

Teaching Reading or Language Arts
Teaching Science

195001
195003

NOT “Highly Qualified”
196009
196005
196006

Teaching Geography
Teaching History
Teaching Mathematics

196007
196008
196002

196000
196004

Teaching Reading or Language Arts
Teaching Science

196001
196003

LEARNING DISABILITIES
Teaching Arts (visual or music)
Teaching Civics and Government
Teaching Economics
Teaching English
Teaching Foreign Languages
Teaching Arts (visual or music)
Teaching Civics and Government
Teaching Economics
Teaching English
Teaching Foreign Languages
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“Highly Qualified”
195019
195015
195016
195010
195014

Teaching Geography
Teaching History
Teaching Mathematics
Teaching Reading or Language Arts
Teaching Science

NOT “Highly Qualified”
196019
196015
196016
196010
196014

Teaching Geography
Teaching History
Teaching Mathematics
Teaching Reading or Language Arts
Teaching Science

195017
195018
195012
195011
195013
196017
196018
196012
196011
196013
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MILD TO MODERATE MENTAL IMPAIRMENTS
Teaching Arts (visual or music)
Teaching Civics and Government
Teaching Economics
Teaching English
Teaching Foreign Languages
Teaching Arts (visual or music)
Teaching Civics and Government
Teaching Economics
Teaching English
Teaching Foreign Languages

“Highly Qualified”
195109
195105
195106
195100
195104

Teaching Geography
Teaching History
Teaching Mathematics
Teaching Reading or Language Arts
Teaching Science

NOT “Highly Qualified”
196109
196105
196106
196100
196104

Teaching Geography
Teaching History
Teaching Mathematics
Teaching Reading or Language Arts
Teaching Science

195107
195108
195102
195101
195103
196107
196108
196102
196101
196103

MODERATE TO SEVERE MENTAL IMPAIRMENTS
Teaching Arts (visual or music)
Teaching Civics and Government
Teaching Economics
Teaching English
Teaching Foreign Languages
Teaching Arts (visual or music)
Teaching Civics and Government
Teaching Economics
Teaching English
Teaching Foreign Languages

“Highly Qualified”
195119
195115
195116

Teaching Geography
Teaching History
Teaching Mathematics

195117
195118
195112

195110
195114

Teaching Reading or Language Arts
Teaching Science

195111
195113

NOT “Highly Qualified”
196119
196115
196116

Teaching Geography
Teaching History
Teaching Mathematics

196117
196118
196112

196110
196114

Teaching Reading or Language Arts
Teaching Science

196111
196113

ORAL AURAL DEAF EDUCATION
Teaching Arts (visual or music)
Teaching Civics and Government
Teaching Economics
Teaching English
Teaching Foreign Languages
Teaching Arts (visual or music)
Teaching Civics and Government
Teaching Economics
Teaching English
Teaching Foreign Languages
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“Highly Qualified”
195059
195055
195056
195050
195054

Teaching Geography
Teaching History
Teaching Mathematics
Teaching Reading or Language Arts
Teaching Science

NOT “Highly Qualified”
196059
196055
196056
196050
196054

Teaching Geography
Teaching History
Teaching Mathematics
Teaching Reading or Language Arts
Teaching Science

195057
195058
195052
195051
195053
196057
196058
196052
196051
196053
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OTHER HEALTH DISABILITIES
Teaching Arts (visual or music)
Teaching Civics and Government
Teaching Economics
Teaching English
Teaching Foreign Languages
Teaching Arts (visual or music)
Teaching Civics and Government
Teaching Economics
Teaching English
Teaching Foreign Languages

“Highly Qualified”
195049
195045
195046
195040
195044

Teaching Geography
Teaching History
Teaching Mathematics
Teaching Reading or Language Arts
Teaching Science

NOT “Highly Qualified”
196049
196045
196046
196040
196044

Teaching Geography
Teaching History
Teaching Mathematics
Teaching Reading or Language Arts
Teaching Science

195047
195048
195042
195041
195043
196047
196048
196042
196041
196043

PHYSICAL DISABILITIES
Teaching Arts (visual or music)
Teaching Civics and Government
Teaching Economics
Teaching English
Teaching Foreign Languages
Teaching Arts (visual or music)
Teaching Civics and Government
Teaching Economics
Teaching English
Teaching Foreign Languages

“Highly Qualified”
195039
195035
195036

Teaching Geography
Teaching History
Teaching Mathematics

195037
195038
195032

195030
195034

Teaching Reading or Language Arts
Teaching Science

195031
195033

NOT “Highly Qualified”
196039
196035
196036

Teaching Geography
Teaching History
Teaching Mathematics

196037
196038
196032

196030
196034

Teaching Reading or Language Arts
Teaching Science

196031
196033

TRAUMATIC BRAIN INJURY
Teaching Arts (visual or music)
Teaching Civics and Government
Teaching Economics
Teaching English
Teaching Foreign Languages
Teaching Arts (visual or music)
Teaching Civics and Government
Teaching Economics
Teaching English
Teaching Foreign Languages
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“Highly Qualified”
195099
195095
195096
195090
195094

Teaching Geography
Teaching History
Teaching Mathematics
Teaching Reading or Language Arts
Teaching Science

NOT “Highly Qualified”
196099
196095
196096
196090
196094

Teaching Geography
Teaching History
Teaching Mathematics
Teaching Reading or Language Arts
Teaching Science

195097
195098
195092
195091
195093
196097
196098
196092
196091
196093
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CAREER and TECHNICAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS (CTE)
ADMINISTRATION (must use grade level 99)
Assistant Director, Local District

000111

Director, Local District

000110

Director, Secondary Career and Technical
Center
Supervisor, Special Needs Program

000115
000680

SPECIAL NEEDS and SUPPORT SERVICES
Career Accommodation Specialist
Employment Placement Specialist
Support Service Facilitator
Teacher-Coordinator – Work Experience
Career Exploration (WECEP)

000690
001050
000670

Technical Tutor
Vocational Evaluator (grade level 99)
Work Experience – Handicapped

000790
000710
000750

000755

Work Experience – Disadvantaged

000745

OTHER ASSIGNMENTS (One or more courses may comprise the assignment)
Public Affairs or Community Service
Occupations

070002

Teacher-Coordinator, Diversified
Occupations

009095

AGRICULTURE/ AGRI-BUSINESS/ NATURAL RESOURCES OCCUPATIONS

(One or more courses may comprise the assignment)
Animal Science and Technology
Agriculture Business Management
010400
Forestry and Natural Resources
Agriculture – Combined Program
019901
Management
Agriculture Exploration or Intro to
Horticulture Landscaping Management
010001
Agriculture
Teacher-Coordinator, Agriculture Co-Op
Agriculture Mechanics Technology
010300
Programs

019910
010700
010500
019090

BUSINESS and OFFICE OCCUPATIONS (One or more courses may comprise the assignment)
Accounting

140100

Business Simulation

140500

Administrative Support Occupations

140710

140200

Banking and Finance

140120

Data Processing
Teacher-Coordinator, Business and Office
Co-op Programs

149090

FAMILY and CONSUMER SCIENCES OCCUPATIONS

(One or more courses may comprise the assignment)
Individual, Family Life, and Parenting
Consumer Homemaking Occupations
090101
Consumer Homemaking Occupations –
090112
Option 4

090121

MARKETING OCCUPATIONS (One or more courses may comprise the assignment)
Marketing Occupations

040800

Performing Arts Occupations

049956
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HEALTH OCCUPATIONS and CAREERS
Allied Health

070208

Medical Careers

072100

Dental Assisting
Emergency Medical Technician
Health Sciences and Technology
Education

070101
070907

Nursing Services
Teacher-Coordinator, Health Occupations
Teacher-Coordinator, Public Affairs or
Community Service

070303
079090

070300

079091

SERVICE OCCUPATIONS and CAREERS
Building Care or Maintenance Occupations
Childcare, Guidance, and Education
Occupations
Cosmetology

091100

Foods Occupations

092902

090201

Hospitality Services Careers

092900

092602

090204

090200

Housing Occupations
Teacher-Coordinator, Service Occupations
Co-op Programs
Tourism Occupations

Creative Design Careers

090300

Early Childhood Careers
Fashion and Apparel or Textile
Occupations

090214

Upholstery

093500

099090
090320

TRADE/ INDUSTRIAL OCCUPATIONS and CAREERS
Auto Body Mechanics
Auto Mechanics
Auto or Truck Service and Repair
Aviation Occupations
Broadcast Media Occupations

170301
170302
170322
170400
171510

Jewelry-Goldsmithing and Silversmithing
Machine Shop Operations
Manufacturing Careers
Manufacturing Technology
Mechanical Drafting Occupations

179960
172302
171700
171710
171303

Cabinet Making
Commercial Arts
Communications Media Occupations
Commercial Photography
Communication Technology Careers
Communications Technology Occupations

173601
170700
171515
170900
171600
171502

Mechanical Technology Occupations
Media Production
Metals Fabrication and Metal Work
Metals or Fabrication Occupations
Metal or Material Processing Occupations
Principles of Technology

171730
171508
172350
170321
172300
171720

Construction Careers
Construction Occupations – Finishing
Construction Occupations – General
Construction Occupations – Planning and
Management

171100
171016
171000

Recreational Vehicle Repair Occupations
Service Station Mechanics
Sheet Metal Working and Fabrication

173101
170312
172305

171020

Small Engines Mechanics

173100

Drafting Occupations

171300

Electronics Occupations
Electromechanical Technology
Occupations
Fluid Power Mechanics
Graphic Arts
Industrial Design Technology Occupations
Industrial Equipment Maintenance and
Service
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171500

Teacher-Coordinator, Trade and Industrial
Co-op Programs
Transportation Careers

170300

171310

Truck or Bus Driving Occupations

178803

179990
171900
171705

Truck or Diesel Mechanics
Vehicle Services Occupations
Welding Occupations

171200
170303
172306

179090

177601
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ASSIGNMENTS REQUIRING LICENSURE version #2 – with description
(organized numerically)

SUPERINTENDENTS and PRINCIPALS (must use grade level 99)
920001
920002
931001
931002
932001
932002
933000
933001
933002
933010

Superintendent
Assistant Superintendent
Elementary Principal
Assistant Elementary Principal
Secondary Principal
Assistant Secondary Principal
Principal, K-12 Building
Middle School Principal
Assistant Middle School Principal
Assistant Principal, K-12 Building

COORDINATORS, DIRECTORS, SUPERVISORS, and OTHER ADMINISTRATORS
(must use grade level 99)

950100

Coordinators
Coordinator, Early Childhood Family Education (ECFE)
An ECFE Program Coordinator is a licensed teacher whose job is to develop,
implement, and coordinate the programs for delivery of ECFE services; to
evaluate those programs; and to provide training and consultation to teaching staff
in those programs. A coordinator may not supervise, employ, or evaluate other
staff.
Coordinator, School Readiness
Coordinator, Audio-Visual Education
Coordinator, Gifted Education

950200
950300
950500
no
Coordinator, Title 1 – Does not require licensure. Report in Non-licensed File
assignment
(NA) using code 999970.
code
960100
960200
960300
960301

960400
960500
960600
960700

Directors
Director, Audio Visual Education
Director or Coordinator of Curriculum
Director, Special Education
Assistant Director, Special Education
Provides administrative direction, coordination, and support under the direct
supervision of the director, including supervisory functions such as hiring and
evaluation of Special Education staff.
Director, Secondary Education Programs
Director, Elementary Education Programs
Director, Guidance and Counseling
Director, Community Education
If the district’s residential population is less than 6000, the district superintendent
can fill the position of the Community Education Director. In this situation, please
report the assignment in the Non-licensed File (NA) using code 999970.
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902000
903000
905000
906020
906030
908000
908010
908030
908040
909000
910000
911000
912000
913000
915000
916000

Supervisor of Programs and Staff
Supervisor, Art Education
Supervisor, Business Education
Supervisor, English/Language Arts Education
Supervisor, Foreign Languages Education
Supervisor, English as a Second Language Education
Supervisor, Physical and Health Education
Supervisor, Health Education
Supervisor, Driver Education
Supervisor, Physical Education
Supervisor, Family and Consumer Sciences Education
Supervisor, Industrial Arts and Technology Education
Supervisor, Mathematics Education
Supervisor, Music Education
Supervisor, Natural Sciences Education
Supervisor, Social Studies Education
Supervisor, Media Functions and Staff

Supervisor of Special Education Areas
A supervisor in a special education teaching or service personnel licensure area provides
administrative direction, coordination, and support under the direct supervision of the Director of
Special Education, including supervisory functions such as employment and evaluation of
Special Education staff for that program.
917000
Supervisor, Special Education
917010
Supervisor, Visual Impairments
917020
Supervisor, Mild to Moderate Mental Impairment
917030
Supervisor, Physically Impaired
917040
Supervisor, Early Childhood Special Education
917050
Supervisor, Deaf or Hard of Hearing
917060
Supervisor, Moderate to Severe Mental Impairment
917070
Supervisor, Adapted Physical Education
917080
Supervisor, Speech-Language Pathology
917090
Supervisor, School Psychology
917095
Supervisor, Social Work
918000
Supervisor, Emotional Behavioral Disorders
919000
Supervisor, Learning Disabilities
900088
900099

Other Administrators
ALP/ALC Administrator
Administrator on Special Assignment
Use only if the assignment does not correlate to any assignment under License
Staff Assignments or under Non-Licensed Staff Assignments. To assist in
determining the need for new codes, please email a description of the job
responsibilities to mde.star@state.mn.us for each individual reported with this
assignment code.
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SUPPORT SERVICES (must use grade level 99)
940200

940300
940301
940302

940400

940500
940700

940800
941000

Speech-Language Pathologist
Provides specialized speech-language services to students identified with speechlanguage disorders including those affecting language, articulation, fluency, and
voice.
Guidance and Counseling, Secondary
Guidance and Counseling, Middle School
Guidance and Counseling, Elementary
Guidance Counselors provide counseling services for promotion of preventive or
educational strategies to enhance cognitive, emotional, and behavioral
development; effective decision-making skills, and resiliency capabilities. Group
counseling includes specialized group counseling activities provided by licensed
school counselors for purposes such as career planning, academic planning,
violence prevention, behavior intervention, and chemical dependency.
Librarian
Provides organization and instruction in the access of library materials, media
materials, and media or audiovisual equipment. Selection, acquisition, cataloging,
and circulation of materials appropriate for K-12 students.
School Psychologist
Provides direct and indirect psychological services to students who are at risk of
social and academic failure.
School Social Worker
Provides liaison services between home, school, and community; conducts
individual, group, and family counseling; and coordinates student programs with
other agencies.
School Nurse
Media Generalist or Library Media Specialist
Provides organization and instruction in the access of library materials, media
materials, and media or audiovisual equipment. Provides instruction in the use of
technology tools for the purpose of acquiring information. Provides instruction in
computer applications that the district determines to be media production, web
page design, or may teach communications and internet technology. Selects,
acquires, catalogs, and circulates materials appropriate for K-12 students.
EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM ASSIGNMENTS

890413

Non-Core Experimental Program Teachers
Use this assignment code for individuals who are teaching non-core subjects in an
experimental program. This code should only be used for teachers who have
received an Innovative Waiver granted by the Board of Teaching.

“Highly Qualified” Experimental Program Teacher
Use these assignment codes for individuals who are “Highly Qualified” and teaching a core
subject in an experimental program. These codes should only be used for teachers who have
received an Innovative Waiver granted by the Board of Teaching.
891000
891001
891002

Teaching English
Teaching Reading or Language Arts
Teaching Mathematics
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891003
891004
891005
891006
891007
891008
891009

Teaching Science
Teaching Foreign Languages
Teaching Civics and Government
Teaching Economics
Teaching Geography
Teaching History
Teaching Arts (visual or music)

Not “Highly Qualified” Experimental Program Teacher
Use these assignment codes for individuals who are not “Highly Qualified” and teaching a core
subject in an experimental program. These codes should only be used for teachers who have
received an Innovative Waiver granted by the Board of Teaching.
892000
892001
892002
892003
892004
892005
892006
892007
892008
892009

Teaching English
Teaching Reading or Language Arts
Teaching Mathematics
Teaching Science
Teaching Foreign Languages
Teaching Civics and Government
Teaching Economics
Teaching Geography
Teaching History
Teaching Arts (visual or music)
OTHER NON-INSTRUCTIONAL ASSIGNMENTS (must use grade level 99)

990099

Teacher on Special Assignment – Non-Instructional
Used only for non-instructional positions that do not correlate to any other
assignment listed under Licensed Staff Assignments or Non-Licensed Staff
Assignments.

990100

Department Chair (academic subject areas)
Academic Department Chair (English, Science, Math, etc.) acts as liaison to district
and building administration. Responsible to provide leadership for departmental
operation that may include budgeting, purchasing, and scheduling.

990110

Program Coordinator or Q Comp Coordinator
Program Coordinator acts as liaison to district and building administration.
Responsible for providing leadership and program operation that may include
budgeting, purchasing, and scheduling.

990150

Teacher Prep

990200

Staff Development

990250

Teacher Mentorship or Q Comp Mentor
Monitoring, Study Hall, Computer Lab, Lunchroom, Truancy, or In-School
Suspension
If this is half-time or more assignment, report on Non-Licensed file using code
999980.

990300
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990310

Academic Interventionist
An Academic Interventionist is a non-instructional position focused on addressing
academic needs in either a district, building, or classroom setting, or with individual
students. May work with staff, parents, and/or community members to address the
educational needs of individual students and/or planning for school strategies.
Works specifically as an academic coach for students, providing mentoring and
coaching to teaching staff, locating tutoring services for students, or assisting with
the development of new academic programs. Targets academic need areas
based on provided data and uses data to improve student academic success or
academic program effectiveness. Assists teaching staff in developing and
monitoring academic progress of students in need.

990320

Technology Integrationist Specialist
A Technology Integrationist Specialist works as a coach and/or mentor regarding
technological education. This is a non-instructional position. The specialist assists
teachers in the classroom, assists teachers and districts in incorporating or
developing curriculum including or focusing on technology, coaches teachers in
the use of technology and in teaching technology, and can assist in locating
technologies to benefit the educational environment.
Grant Coordinator
Curriculum Development or Grad Standards Technician or Assessment
Coordinator
Program Coordinator, Special Education
Assignment includes leadership responsibilities beyond those of classroom
teacher. Responsibilities generally relate to additional functions in facilitating
Special Education day-to-day activities. May coordinate program planning,
evaluation, and implementation; in-service training and curriculum development;
and provide consultative support to teaching staff, including mentoring. May
advocate for students, coordinate due process procedures, attend IEP meetings,
and help to mediate differences between parents and the district. Does NOT
include supervisory functions such as hiring, supervising, and evaluating staff.

990350
990400
990500

990900

Dean of Students
Only use the non-licensed code for Dean of Students if the individual is doing the
duties of a Dean as described below and the individual holds no Minnesota
Teaching or Administrative license. An individual working as a Dean of Students
may monitor student attendance, handle day-to-day discipline functions, direct
student activities, serve as athletic director, oversee extra-curricular activities, serve
as a school representative at regional and state events, coordinate testing, assist
administration and counseling staff with enrollment of new students, scheduling,
and transcript preparation. A dean of students may serve as an active member of
child study teams, crisis response teams, and student assistance teams when
designated by the school administrator. A dean of students may also contact
parents, arrange and attend parent-teacher conferences, coordinate with
administration or counseling staff for postsecondary opportunities and scholarships.
A dean of students may NOT serve as the licensed administrator and/or licensed
administrator designee for student’s Special Education IEP meetings. If a dean of
students is suspending students or performing staff evaluations other than peer
reviews of staff (summative or job retention-related evaluations, for example), the
individual must be a licensed administrator. If the assignment is more
representative of those duties of a principal or counselor, the individual must be
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appropriately licensed in those areas. In these cases, please use the appropriate
assignment code to report.
see 160100

Service Learning (use 160100 Self-Management or Life Skills code)
Service learning is a pedagogical tool that engages students in active learning
through experiences in serving the community. Students gain knowledge of needs
and services while experiencing integrated learning. The benefits of service
learning are reciprocal. Service learning will include structured educational
components, training for students, placement, and adequate time in providing the
service and critical reflection of the service experience.
OTHER INSTRUCTIONAL ASSIGNMENTS

Unless otherwise noted, report these assignments with the grade level appropriate for the
grade(s) of the students being served or instructed.
890099

Teacher on Special Assignment – Instructional 890099
Use only if the assignment does not correlate to any other assignment listed under
Licensed Staff Assignments or Non-Licensed Staff Assignments. To assist in
determining the need for new codes, email a description of job responsibilities to
mde.star@state.mn.us for each individual reported with this code.

890100
890200
890300
890450

Adult Basic Education (grade level 30)
Gifted Education Teacher
Homebound Teacher
Math, Science, and Technology Integrated Curriculum
Math, Science, and Technology Integrated Curriculum assignments consist of
specific offerings of curriculum and instruction that combine science, math, and/or
technology to meet educational standards. Curriculum included in this category
can be, but are not limited to, “Project Lead the Way”, STEM classes, and “Fab
Labs.” To determine if the curriculum being used falls into this assignment code,
please send a description of the curriculum to mde.star@state.mn.us.

890500

Humanities
Course that examines and evokes responses to human's creative efforts and their
world in particular periods of history and in particular cultures. Content includes
exploration, analysis, synthesis, and response in a variety of ways to cultural
tradition, including viewing, listening, speaking, reading, writing, performing, and
creating.

890600
890700

Homeroom/Advisory
Grad Standards Instructor
Use only for assignment where teacher specifically designs and conveys
curriculum content to enable a student to meet particular standards not previously
reached through normal content courses.

890800
899999

Tutor (licensed teacher)
Reserve Teacher (grade level 99)
Employed full-time by district to do continual short-call substitute teaching.

no assignment
code

Title I Teacher
Use the Elementary Math or Elementary Reading code to report the assignment
for a Title I teacher.
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PRE-KINDERGARTEN, KINDERGARTEN, and ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
180100

180101
180102
180160
180170

180401

180403

180750

General Elementary Education
Grade level 18 CANNOT be used with this assignment. If a teacher has multiple
grade levels with this assignment, report a separate assignment for each grade
level.
Use this assignment code for 7th and 8th grade self-contained classrooms in a K-8
elementary school.
Kindergarten (grade level 17)
Pre-Kindergarten (grade level 16)
Bilingual Kindergarten and Elementary Education
Teaching elementary education content to students of limited English proficiency in
the students’ native language.
Immersion Kindergarten and Elementary Education
Teaches elementary education content to students through the language
immersion program in language other than spoke English (Spanish, Chinese,
Ojibwe, French, German, etc.). This assignment works the same in the same
manner as 180100; however, pertains only to language immersion programs.
ECFE Parent Educator (grade level 30)
Instructs parents alone in an Early Childhood Family Education program. Can also
serve parents and children together in a situation where the parents remain on-site
and are primarily responsible for their own children.
ECFE Child Educator (grade level 16)
Designs, implements, and evaluates developmentally appropriate learning
experiences for young children in a variety of early childhood settings and
collaborates with families, colleagues, and related service personnel to enhance
the learning of young children.
School Readiness
Plans and develops appropriate program activities, designs the learning
environment, and interacts with and assesses children. Communicates regularly
with parents about their child’s growth, development, and ways to enhance
learning at home. A coordinator or teacher may coordinate with other professionals
to meet the needs of children with special needs and may be responsible for
supervising non-licensed assistant teachers, volunteers, and parents working in
the classroom. In addition, the coordinator or teacher cooperates and collaborates
with school district programs and community agencies.
MIDDLE SCHOOL

A middle school is a local school district designated organizational structure consisting of a
minimum of two consecutive grades with one being a typical elementary grade and one being a
typical secondary grade (grades 5-9 or a combination of these grades). Locally designated
middle schools must be identified as such with MDE .
An elementary licensed teacher is authorized to teach students up to grade 6 in any setting. A
secondary licensed teacher is authorized to teach students in grades 7 and above in any
setting.
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Middle School, Elementary Grades
Elementary teachers teaching specialty subjects use the elementary specialty
assignment codes listed under appropriate subject categories. Use 180100 for
elementary teachers who are teaching only elementary grade level students in the
middle school, in the traditional elementary classroom context. Report using
specific elementary grade level.
Middle School, Secondary Grades
For all non-elementary middle school teachers, report the specific subject/specialty
being taught. Report using appropriate specific grade-level code(s).
VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS
Courses concerned with the development of artistic skill and appreciation in dance, theatre,
music, visual arts, and media arts.
020102

020207

020300

Visual Arts
Visual Art History and/or Appreciation
Includes the study of contemporary and historical visual art works, using the
respond process to analyze, interpret, and evaluate works of art across cultures
and time.
Media Arts and/or Photography
Use of current and emerging technologies to create photographs, video, audio,
computer arts, digital arts, and interactive media for communication. Use of
elements of space, time, light, color, motion, and sound to express perspectives
and ideas.
Elementary Classroom Visual Arts

020400
020501

Middle School or Junior High School Visual Arts
Foundations of Studio Arts
Includes the foundational skills and knowledge of expression through the elements
and principles of visual art. Includes developing two-dimensional and threedimensional skills as well as the materials and processes used in making art.

020502

Single or Mixed Form Studio Arts
Courses designed to provide students the opportunity to develop knowledge of
and skills in a single studio art form and to create works of art in that form. Such
media includes painting, drawing, ceramics, jewelry, sculpture, printmaking, or
textiles/fabrics.
Commercial Art/Graphics Design

020601
021337

Performing Arts
Dramatic Literature (Performing Arts)
Study of plays including studies of playwrights, theatre history, and/or dramatic
texts and performance.

021503

Oral Interpretation (Performing Arts)
Includes the study and performance of literature other than acting.

021509

TV and/or Film Production
Students explore the operation of production equipment with the focus being on
public presentation and theatre arts skills.
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021603

Theatre Arts
Study of theatre to include any of the following: overview of the art, conventions,
and history of theatre; acting; costuming; playwriting; directing; production; and
stage design, lighting, and management. Includes film studies when the focus is
on the analysis of the application of the above to presenting the theme.

021610

Dance
Exploration of the elements of dance and movement through improvisation,
composition, informal performance, study of technical aspects of dance, and the
artistic processes of performing and responding, as well as dance composition and
production.
Classroom and/or General Music
Instruction includes singing (solo and group), playing classroom instruments
(including, but not limited to guitar, recorder, Orff instruments, keyboard,
electronic, and percussion-solo and group), composing, improvising, reading and
writing musical notation, listening, analyzing, and historical and cultural study.
Vocal Music
Includes large and small vocal and choral ensembles with an emphasis on
performance and individual and small group instruction. The three core artistic
processes (create, perform, and respond to music) are included in the context of
individual, small group, and/or large vocal and choral ensembles, instruction, and
performance.
Band
Includes large and small instrumental ensembles with an emphasis on
performance and individual and small group instruction. The three core artistic
processes (create, perform, and respond to music) are included in the context of
individual, small group, and/or large vocal/choral ensembles, instruction and
performance.
Orchestra
Includes large and small instrumental ensembles with an emphasis on
performance and individual and small group instruction. The three core artistic
processes (create, perform, and respond to music) are included in the context of
individual, small group, and/or large vocal and choral ensembles, instruction and
performance.

022300

022401

022501

022502

COMMUNICATION ARTS AND LITERATURE
Courses that primarily concern the use of the English language as it is written, read, spoken,
and understood.
050100

Comprehensive Language Arts
Courses that build on the students’ prior knowledge of grammar, vocabulary, word
usage, mechanics of writing, and usually include the four aspects of language use
(reading, writing, speaking, and listening). Usually various genres of literature are
introduced and defined with writing exercises often linked to reading selections.

050194

Elementary Reading
Used for reporting class specifically devoted to development of reading skills in
elementary grades, regardless of the funding source for the teacher’s services.
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050199

Secondary Reading
Courses that offer students the opportunity to focus on their reading skills.
Assistance is targeted to students’ particular weaknesses and is designed to bring
poor readers’ comprehension up to the desired level or to read more efficiently in
order to progress at a steady rate through the secondary grades.

050300
050337

Literature
Dramatic Literature (Communication Arts)
Study of plays including studies of playwrights, theatre history, dramatic texts,
and/or performance.
Mass Media Communications
Enables students to understand and critically evaluate the role of media in society.
Students investigate visual images, printed materials, and audio segments as tools
of information, entertainment, and propaganda.

050372

050380
050390
050400

Advanced Placement (AP) English
International Baccalaureate (IB) English
Composition
Includes courses that focus on developing students’ writing skills and their ability to
compose different types of papers for different purposes and audiences.

050402

Creative Writing
Courses that offer students the opportunity to develop and improve their technique
and individual style in poetry, short story, drama, essays, and other forms of prose.
Journalism
Introduces students to the concepts of newsworthiness and press responsibility;
develops students' skills in writing and editing stories, headlines and captions; and
teaches students the basics of production design, layout, and printing of a
publication.
Technical Writing
Courses that offer students the opportunity to develop and improve their technique
in writing research papers and/or technical reports and papers.
Public Speaking (Communication Arts)
Oral Interpretation (Communications Arts)
The study and performance of literature (other than acting).
Film Studies
Provides students the opportunity to study and reflect upon the themes in the films
being presented.
Oral Communications and/or Discussion
Film, Radio, or TV Broadcast

050403

050405
050501
050503
050507
050508
050509

FOREIGN LANGUAGES AND CULTURES
Includes courses that teach the languages and cultures of another people. Emphasize the
development of communication skills using non-English languages and knowledge of the
cultures and literatures of non-English speaking peoples.
060105
060106

Latin
Greek
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060125
060212
060201
060202
060203
060208
060209
060213
060214
060218
060219
060221
060222
060253
060254
060258
060259
060359
060401

069991
150110

Advanced Placement Latin
Hebrew
Modern Languages
American Sign Language
Arabic
Chinese
French
German
Italian
Japanese
Russian
Spanish
Ojibwe
Dakota
Advanced Placement Chinese
Advanced Placement Japanese
Advanced Placement French
Advanced Placement German
Advanced Placement Spanish
Exploratory Language and/or Culture Program
This is a course that allows students to become acquainted with two or more
languages and/or cultures for the purpose of selecting one for further study in
subsequent years.
Other Languages not listed
American Indian History, Language, and Cultures (located in Social Studies
Section)
ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE

060206

English as a Second Language 060206
Courses (which are not core academic subjects) designed for the rapid mastery of
the English language by students of limited English proficiency by focusing on
reading, writing, speaking, and listening skills.
In response to the No Child Left Behind Act, all teachers of core academic subjects must meet
certain requirements to demonstrate federal "Highly Qualified" status. ESL/ELL teachers who
do not directly instruct students in core academic subjects or who provide only consultative
services to other "Highly Qualified" teachers in core academic subjects do not need to meet the
federal "Highly Qualified" requirements. Report using assignment code 060206 English as a
Second Language.
Minnesota licensure requirements for ESL/ELL do not require an academic major in each core
academic subject taught, but licensed ESL/ELL teachers may demonstrate core academic
subject competence by achieving full licensure in each core academic subject taught, passing
the Minnesota Teacher Licensure Examination (http://www.mtle.nesinc.com/) content test in the
core academic subject area, or through satisfactory completion of the HOUSSE process in each
core academic subject taught
(http://education.state.mn.us/MDE/EdExc/Licen/HighQualTeach/index.html).
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061000
061001
061002
061003
061004
061005
061006
061007
061008
061009

“Highly Qualified” English as a Second Language
ESL Teaching English
ESL Teaching Reading or Language Arts
ESL Teaching Mathematics
ESL Teaching Science
ESL Teaching Foreign Languages
ESL Teaching Civics and Government
ESL Teaching Economics
ESL Teaching Geography
ESL Teaching History
ESL Teaching Arts (visual or music)

062000
062001
062002
062003
062004
062005
062006
062007
062008
062009

NOT “Highly Qualified” English as a Second Language
ESL Teaching English
ESL Teaching Reading or Language Arts
ESL Teaching Mathematics
ESL Teaching Science
ESL Teaching Foreign Languages
ESL Teaching Civics and Government
ESL Teaching Economics
ESL Teaching Geography
ESL Teaching History
ESL Teaching Arts (visual or music)
HEALTH, SAFETY, and PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Health and Safety Education: courses that concern the study of individual health, personal
safety, and community or public health.
Physical Education: courses that concern instruction in the movement and physical fitness of
the body.
080100
Health Education or Personal Wellness
080102
Bilingual Health Education
080106
Safety, First Aid or First Responder
080300
General Physical Education
Courses that provide experienced and develop skills in a range of activities from
more than one of the following areas: team, individual, dual, or recreational sports
or fitness and conditioning activities.
080302
Swimming
080306
Specialized Individual, Dual and Team Sports
080310
Physical Conditioning or Fitness
Emphasis is on conditioning activities that develop muscular strength, flexibility,
and cardiovascular fitness.
080700
Driver and Traffic Safety Classroom
080710
Driver and Traffic Safety Behind-the-Wheel
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CAREER EXPLORATION and SELF-MANAGEMENT LIFE SKILLS
160000

160100

160200

160300

Teacher-Coordinator, Work-Based Learning
The development, coordination and evaluation of the students’ work-site learning.
Work-based learning is learning through paid or unpaid work-based experiences
where the work site is the student’s educational setting for one or more hours of
the school day or week or one or more quarters or semesters of the school year.
Self-Management or Life Skills
Courses that provide students with information on a wide range of subjects in
order to assist them in becoming wise consumers and productive adults. Topics
may include goal setting, decision making, and prioritizing; money management;
time, energy, or stress management; personal development and relationships.
Career and lifestyle choices may be explored. When reporting a Special
Education Life Skills class, please use the Special Education codes on page 44.
Career Exploration
Courses designed to help students identify and evaluate personal goals, priorities,
aptitudes, and interests in the pursuit of effective career decision-making. Topics
include investigation of current trends and research of career options and
preparation for job application and interviewing.
Study Skills
Courses to prepare students for success in high school or for post-secondary
education. Topics may include reading improvement skills, such as scanning, note
taking and outlining; library and research skills, listening and vocabulary skills, and
test taking skills.
FAMILY AND CONSUMER SCIENCE

Courses that concern creating and maintaining a healthy home and personal lifestyle and the
interrelationships between family, community, and work including food and nutrition, family life,
parenting, consumerism, personal development, and management.
Use these course codes for offerings for which the district does not receive separate vocational
categorical aid. If district receives vocational categorical aid, use codes listed under the Career
and Technical Education category on pages 49-50.
090100

090102

090103

General Family and Consumer Science
A comprehensive course that exposes students to topics that enables them to
develop skills focusing on foods and nutrition, clothing, child development care,
parenting skills, housing and home furnishing, consumer decision making, and
family living.
Child Development or Parenting
Emphasis is on the physical, mental, emotional, and social growth and
development of children from conception to pre-school age, include what parental
or caregiver responses to the various ages require.
Clothing and Textiles
Courses designed to focus on individual and family apparel needs and the
application of the principles and elements of design. The consumer marketplace,
visual merchandising, retail marketing strategies, and the evaluation of apparel
and textiles through methods of construction are studied.
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090104

Family Resource Management, Consumer Economics, or Personal Finance
Courses designed to focus on management of human and non-human resources
and the management process. Consumer goals, choices, and actions as well as
policies that support consumer rights and responsibilities are explored. Topics
include personal decision-making, earning a living, budgeting, saving and
investing, buying goods and services, using credit, and protecting against risk.

090106

Family Living
Emphasis is on building and maintaining healthy interpersonal relationships among
family members and other members of society.
Foods and Nutrition
Courses focusing on nutrition and wellness practices across the life span,
including strategies to purchase, handle, and prepare foods to meet nutrition and
wellness needs of individuals and families.

090107

090109

Housing and Home Furnishings
Courses designed to focus on housing decisions in relation to available resources
and options, a plan to meet specific needs for housing, architecture, interior
furnishings, and products. The effects of principles and elements of design on
aesthetics and function are explored.

INDUSTRIAL and TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION
Courses designed to provide students with the continually developing technological world using
as its context the areas of transportation, construction, power and energy, communications,
manufacturing, biotechnology, and other contemporary and emerging technologies to include
orienting students to careers in these and other technological areas.
Use these course codes for offerings for which the district does not receive separate vocational
categorical aid. If district receives categorical aid, use codes listed under the Career and
Technical Education category on pages 49-50.
100100

Basic Building Construction Processes

100400

Electricity

100403

Electronics

100500

Elementary Industrial or Technology Education

100600

General Industrial or Technology Education
Exposes students to tools and machines. Enables them to develop the skills for
using these tools and machines in a variety of applications.

100690

Principles of Technology or Technology Systems
A sequential, hands-on, applied technology course for all students. Through
problem solving, it demonstrates how force, work, rate, resistance, power, and
energy are used in changing technological workplace, as well as in everyday
living. It is a course in applied science that incorporates the findings of extensive
pilot testing in comprehensive high schools and vocational centers throughout the
United States and Canada.
Home and Building Maintenance

100800
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101300

Manufacturing and Metalworking Technologies or Systems
Courses concerned with offering a broad exploration of manufacturing and/or
metalworking that introduce students to the manner in which materials are
processed and transformed using various methods. Course content may have a
considerable range, but typically includes the introduction to robotics and control
systems, computer-aided manufacturing systems, and other computer
technologies as they relate to industry applications.

101600

Energy, Power and Transportation Technologies and/or Systems
Courses that expose students to electrical, mechanical and fluid power system,
and technology; wind, solar, geothermal, and/or chemical energy systems and
technology; and/or land, sea, air, and/or space transportation systems and
technology. This includes courses providing instruction in power, small engines,
and vehicle mechanics.

101701

Technical Drawing or Drafting
Courses concerned with teaching students the skills of design, technical drawing,
and drafting, using primarily manual tools and techniques. May include an
introduction to computer-based tools and techniques, to a minimal degree.

101901

Woodworking Technology
Courses designed to introduce students to the operation of hand, power, and
stationary woodworking equipment. Through the making of a wood product that
may include cabinets and furniture, students develop skills related to the care and
use of woodworking tools, machines, and materials.

102100

Communication Technologies
Courses that survey an array of topics using graphic and technical communication,
exposing students to various methods of communication such as drafting, CAD,
photography, graphic arts, graphic printing, commercial art, telecommunications,
electronic, and computer-aided communication.

102500

Media Production
Students apply public communication skills with the focus being on learning the
operation of broadcast quality systems and equipment. Content may include
learning how to manage the duties of a communications studio, work with
interactive television and satellite technology, and create regular media
programming.
MATHEMATICS

Courses that concern the science of numbers and their operations, interrelations, combinations,
generalizations, and abstractions; space configurations and their structure, measurement, and
transformations; and the application of mathematical thought to related endeavors.
110100
110200
110210
110301
110502

Elementary Math
Seventh-Grade Math
Eighth-Grade Math
Algebra or Integrated Math 1
General or Consumer Math
Reinforces basic math skills for students who have previously attained them and
extend these skills to further applications and concepts.
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110505
110600
110601
110610
111101
111102
111200
111300
111500
119991

Basic Mathematics
Emphasizes attainment of basic math skills for students who have not yet
mastered these skills.
Calculus
Pre-Calculus or Integrated Math 4
Advanced Placement (AP) or International Baccalaureate (IB) Calculus
Pre-Algebra
Bilingual Mathematics
Geometry or Integrated Math 2
Advanced Algebra or Integrated Math 3
Probability and Statistics or Discrete Math
Other Math Classes not listed

NATURAL SCIENCES
Courses concerned with the bodies of knowledge of the natural world and its phenomena,
including the study of living organisms and life processes as well as non-living materials and the
laws that govern them.
130010
130100

Elementary Science
Integrated Science
Courses drawn from the principles of several scientific specialties (earth science,
physical science, biology, chemistry, physics) and organized around thematic
units. Themes include systems, models, energy, patterns, change, and
consistency. Appropriate aspects from each specialty are used to investigate
applications of the theme. Requires a comprehensive science license or licensure
in all the science fields of earth, life, and physical science.

130102

Bilingual Science

130210

Life Science

130215

Biology, Second Level

130216

Biology, General

130290

Biology, Advanced Placement (AP) or International Baccalaureate (IB)

130295

Biology, Special Topics

130310

Physical Science

130333

Chemistry, General

130351

Physics, General

130352

Physics, Advanced

130355

Astronomy

130359

Physics, Advanced Placement (AP) or International Baccalaureate (IB)

130390

Chemistry, Advanced Placement (AP) or International Baccalaureate (IB)

130395

Chemistry, Special Topics
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130412

130413
130502

Earth Science
Study of the environment on Earth and the Earth’s environment in space. While
teaching the concepts and principles essential to understanding the dynamics and
history of the earth, the following topics may be explored: oceanography, geology,
astronomy, meteorology, and physical geography.
Aeronautics or Aviation
Environmental Science
Includes courses that examine the mutual relationships between organisms and
their environment. In studying the interrelationship among plants, animals, and
humans the following subjects may be covered: photosynthesis, recycling and
regeneration, ecosystems, population and growth studies, pollution, and
conservation of natural resources.

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
Middle and secondary school courses designed to develop the student’s literacy in the food,
fiber, and natural resources systems, the agricultural applications of the concepts and
interdisciplinary nature of science, and to assist students to develop agricultural and agriculturerelated career perspectives and workplace skills.
Use these course codes for offerings for which the district does not receive separate vocational
categorical aid. If district receives categorical aid, use the codes under the Career and
Technical Education category on pages 49-50.
200100

Agriculture, Introduction

200300

Horticulture or Animal or Crop Production

200501

Agricultural Management
Management courses may cover topics such as economic principles, budgeting,
risk management, finance, marketing and promotion strategies, and resource
management.

200505

Natural Resources Management
Courses that combine the fields of ecology and conservation with planning for the
efficient use and preservation of land, water, wildlife, and forests.

COMPUTER AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Courses concerned with computer technology, computer programming and the electronic
manipulation, processing and transmission of data.
300100

Elementary Keyboarding or Basic Computer Operations and Maintenance
To provide students with age-appropriate instruction that is designed to teach
keyboarding knowledge, application, and skills, including keyboarding terminology,
techniques, ergonomics, appropriate fingering on computer keys, and basic
computer applications.
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301100

Keyboarding or Basic Computer Operations
Instruction designed to prepare students to efficiently use the computer for both
personal and general work use. The instruction is designed to build students
keyboarding skill to use the computer more efficiently and productively. Instruction
in the touch method on the alphabetic and numeric keyboard with emphasis on
proper techniques as students develop speed and accuracy at the keyboard and
are introduced to the purpose and use of common computer software programs.
Advanced courses continue to emphasize developing speed and accuracy in
producing a variety of increasingly complex business documents.

301200

General Business Computer Applications
Instruction designed primarily to provide understanding in how to use computers
efficiently to complete word processing, database, and spreadsheet applications.
Advanced courses continue to develop proficiency through producing a variety of
increasingly complex business documents using more complex word processing,
database, and spreadsheet features as well as desktop publishing, graphics, and
multimedia applications.
Computer Programming
Introduces students to programming languages and to design and write programs
of their own. In advanced courses, more emphasis is placed on design, style,
clarity, and efficiency.
Computer Hardware Technology
Introduces students to the features, functions, and design of computer hardware,
and provides instruction in the maintenance and repair of computer components
and peripheral devices.
Network Technology
Introduces students to the technology involved in the transmission of data between
and among computers through data lines, telephone lines, or other transmission
media. Courses may emphasize the network technology itself, capabilities of
network, or both and include an introduction to Information Technology Careers.
Content emphasizing the technology includes network software, hardware, and
peripherals involved in setting up and maintaining a computer network. Content
topics emphasizing network capabilities include electronic mail, public networks,
and electronic bulletin boards.
Computer Communications and the Internet
Courses concerned with teaching students how to access and use the internet to
do research and create documents.
Web Page Design
Introduces students to the tools used to create a Web page using, for example,
HTML programming and other Web authoring applications.

301300

301400

301500

301600
301700

301800

Computer Assisted Design (CAD)
Courses concerned with teaching students the skills of design, technical drawing
and drafting, using primarily computer based tools and applications. May include
an overview or use of manual techniques, to a minimal degree.
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BUSINESS EDUCATION
Middle and secondary level courses designed to develop student understanding of the
functional areas of business (sales and marketing, finance, accounting, human resources, and
information systems); the factors that affect business (economics, international business,
business law, and technology); and the personal and work skills of communications and
interpersonal relations, data interpretation and management, computation, collaboration and
group process, and career development and transitions.
Use these course codes for offerings for which the district does not receive vocational
categorical aid. If district receives categorical aid, use codes under the Career and Technical
Education category on page 49-50.
140102

Accounting or Bookkeeping
Courses designed to guide a student through the entire accounting cycle as
applicable to proprietorships, partnerships, and corporations as well as makes use
of computer application and electronic accounting methods.

140301

Office Procedures
Courses focus on data (information) processing programs and prepare students
with the computer knowledge necessary for work in the automated office
environment. Students gain knowledge in computer instruction as well as
traditional core office skills.

140310

Business Communications
Courses focus on the foundations of communication as well as social,
technological, and employment communication. The courses develop technical
skills and strong oral and written communication skills. Programs also provide
state-of-the-art computer application training including word processing software
and desktop publishing applications.

140320

Sales or Marketing
Courses encompass activities within production, distribution, and sales, as well as
aspects of consumption of goods and services. The function of marketing occurs in
all industries.
Business Organization or Management
Courses that provide a macro-level study of the business world, including business
structure and finance; the interconnections between industry, government, and
global economy; and/or provide students with the skills to perform planning,
staffing, financing, and controlling functions within a business. This includes
entrepreneurship courses that acquaint students with the knowledge and skills
necessary to own and operate their own business.
Personal and Business Law
Courses analyze the relationship between ethics and the law and describe sources
of the law, the structure of the court system, different classifications of procedural
law, and different classifications of substantive law.

140330

149918

149922

Consumer Economics or Personal Financial Management
Courses analyze why societies develop economic systems, and identify basic
features of different economic systems. Personal financial management topics
include: personal decision-making, earning a living, budgeting, saving and
investing, buying goods and services, using credit, and protecting against risk.
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149982

Business Math
Courses created to apply basic mathematical operation to solve problems.
Number relationships and operations, patterns functions and algebra,
measurements, statistics and probability, and problem-solving applications to
analyze and solve business problems.

149991

Other Business Classes not listed
SOCIAL SCIENCES and SOCIAL STUDIES

Courses concerned with the study of human society, the relationships created among members
of society, and the history of human civilization and endeavor.
150100

Elementary Social Studies

150102

Anthropology or Archaeology

150110

American Indian History, Language, and Culture

150600

Economics

150700

Geography

150800

History

151000

Political Science or Civics and American Government

151090

Social Studies, Advanced Placement (AP) or International Baccalaureate (IB)

151102

Bilingual Social Studies

151103

Psychology

151200

Sociology

151300

Philosophy
Instruction designed to provide an introduction to the discipline of philosophy as an
analysis of the principles underlying conduct, thought, knowledge, and the nature
of the universe.
Social Studies, Integrated
Simultaneous teaching of two or more of the Social Sciences or Social Studies
Assignments.

159991
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SPECIAL EDUCATION
Questions regarding Special Education should go to Sue Koehler at 651-582-8867 or
sue.koehler@state.mn.us.
Multi-Disability Team Teaching: A multi-disability team consists of two or more teachers
licensed in different Special Education disability areas who are formally designated as and
function as a teaching team and are working together every day to provide Special Education
instruction to a group of children with disabilities. The teachers on this team must have among
them licensure in the disabilities of the children served by this team, if such licenses exist. The
duties of the teacher licensed in the child’s disability area must include, at a minimum,
conducting the child’s evaluation, participating in the Individual Education Plan (IEP) team
meetings for the child, and providing consultation and indirect services to the child’s other
teachers. The teachers may also provide Special Education instruction to children with other
disabilities for which there is no Special Education license. Special Education teachers who are
members of designated multi-disability teaching teams are reported using a “T” for Mode of
Teaching and with the assignment code for the license the specific teacher holds.
Disability Specific Programs: The teacher licensed in a disability area is responsible for the
evaluation and IEP team meetings providing Special Education instruction to the children with
that disability. The teacher may also be providing direct instruction to children with other
disabilities for which there is no Special Education license.
“Highly Qualified” and NOT “Highly Qualified” Special Education Assignments:
Teaching core academic subjects: Some Special Education teachers provide direct
instruction in one or more core academic subjects to children with disabilities. In a multidisability team teaching model, the teacher on the team holding the Emotional Behavior
Disorders (EBD) license, for example, is reported to STAR with the appropriate “Highly
Qualified” and Not “Highly Qualified” EBD code(s) and the teacher on the team holding the
Learning Disabilities (LD) license is reported to STAR with the appropriate “Highly Qualified”
and Not “Highly Qualified” LD code(s), etc.
Some Special Education teachers may be “Highly Qualified” for some core academic subjects
they teach and NOT “Highly Qualified” for other core academic subjects they teach. Use both
the “Highly Qualified” and the NOT “Highly Qualified” assignment codes as appropriate for each
core academic subject taught. For more information on “Highly Qualified” in concerns with
Special Education, please review the document titled “Minnesota State Plan for Highly Qualified
Requirements 2012”
(http://education.state.mn.us/MDE/EdExc/Licen/HighQualTeach/index.html).
Special Education “Highly Qualified”: Assignments codes 195000 through 195129 are used
to report the assignments of teachers who hold a Special Education license and provide direct
instruction in one or more core academic subjects to children with disabilities and who have
demonstrated that they meet the “Highly Qualified” requirements in the core academic
subject(s) they teach. Please see pages 73-76 for assignment codes.
Special Education NOT “Highly Qualified”: Assignments codes 196000 through 196129 are
used to report the assignments of teachers who hold a Special Education license and provide
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direct instruction in one or more core academic subjects to children with disabilities and who
have not demonstrated that they meet the “Highly Qualified” requirements in the core academic
subject(s) they teach. Please see pages 76-79 for assignment codes.
Not teaching core academic subjects: Some Special Education teachers provide instruction
in study skills, life skills, social skills, and other similar areas that are NOT core academic
subjects. For reporting these assignments, use Special Education codes 190200 through
190700, 199801, 199802, and 199810. Please see pages 72 for assignment codes.
Developmental Adapted Physical Education and Early Childhood Special Education:
These special education teaching assignments do not involve core academic subjects. For
reporting these assignments, use Special Education codes 190302 Developmental Adaptive
Physical Education and 190500 Early Childhood Special Education.
Consultative Services: Some Special Education teachers do not provide direct instruction in
any core academic subject. These teachers provide only consultative services to “Highly
Qualified” teachers. Consultative services include adjustments to the learning environment,
modifications of instructional methods, adaptation of curricula, the use of positive behavioral
supports, and interventions or the use of appropriate accommodations to meet the needs of
individual children. For reporting these assignments, use special Education codes 190200
through 190700, 199801, 199802, and 199810. Please see pages 72 for assignment codes.

SPECIAL EDUCATION – NOT Teaching Core Academic Subjects
Use these codes for Special Education classes focusing on STUDY SKILLS, LIFE
SKILLS, SOCIAL SKILLS, and all non-core academic subject classes.
190200

Emotional Behavioral Disorders

190201

Learning Disabilities

190202

Autism Spectrum Disorders

190300

Physical Disabilities

190301

Other Health Disabilities

190302

Developmental Adapted Physical Education

190480

Oral Aural Deaf Education

190490

Deaf Blind

190497

Deaf or Hard of Hearing

190498

Blind or Visually Impaired

190500

Early Childhood Special Education (use grade level 16)

190700

Traumatic Brain Injury

199801

Mild to Moderate Mental Impairments

199802

Moderate to Severe Mental Impairments

199810

Academic and Behavioral Specialist
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SPECIAL EDUCATION – Teaching Core Academic Subjects
“HIGHLY QUALIFIED”

Emotional Behavioral Disorders “Highly Qualified”
195000
195001
195002
195003
195004
195005
195006
195007
195008
195009

Teaching English
Teaching Reading or Language Arts
Teaching Mathematics
Teaching Science
Teaching Foreign Languages
Teaching Civics and Government
Teaching Economics
Teaching Geography
Teaching History
Teaching Arts (visual or music)
Learning Disabilities “Highly Qualified”

195010
195011
195012
195013
195014
195015
195016
195017
195018
195019

Teaching English
Teaching Reading or Language Arts
Teaching Mathematics
Teaching Science
Teaching Foreign Languages
Teaching Civics and Government
Teaching Economics
Teaching Geography
Teaching History
Teaching Arts (visual or music)
Autism Spectrum Disorders “Highly Qualified”

195020
195021
195022
195023
195024
195025
195026
195027
195028
195029

Teaching English
Teaching Reading or Language Arts
Teaching Mathematics
Teaching Science
Teaching Foreign Languages
Teaching Civics and Government
Teaching Economics
Teaching Geography
Teaching History
Teaching Arts (visual or music)
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195030
195031
195032
195033
195034
195035
195036
195037
195038
195039

Physical Disabilities “Highly Qualified”
Teaching English
Teaching Reading or Language Arts
Teaching Mathematics
Teaching Science
Teaching Foreign Languages
Teaching Civics and Government
Teaching Economics
Teaching Geography
Teaching History
Teaching Arts (visual or music)

195040
195041
195042
195043
195044
195045
195046
195047
195048
195049

Other Health Disabilities “Highly Qualified”
Teaching English
Teaching Reading or Language Arts
Teaching Mathematics
Teaching Science
Teaching Foreign Languages
Teaching Civics and Government
Teaching Economics
Teaching Geography
Teaching History
Teaching Arts (visual or music)

195050
195051
195052
195053
195054
195055
195056
195057
195058
195059

Oral Aural Deaf Education “Highly Qualified”
Teaching English
Teaching Reading or Language Arts
Teaching Mathematics
Teaching Science
Teaching Foreign Languages
Teaching Civics and Government
Teaching Economics
Teaching Geography
Teaching History
Teaching Arts (visual or music)

195060
195061
195062
195063
195064
195065
195066
195067
195068
195069

Deaf Blind “Highly Qualified”

Teaching English
Teaching Reading or Language Arts
Teaching Mathematics
Teaching Science
Teaching Foreign Languages
Teaching Civics and Government
Teaching Economics
Teaching Geography
Teaching History
Teaching Arts (visual or music)
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195070
195071
195072
195073
195074
195075
195076
195077
195078
195079

Deaf or Hard of Hearing “Highly Qualified”
Teaching English
Teaching Reading or Language Arts
Teaching Mathematics
Teaching Science
Teaching Foreign Languages
Teaching Civics and Government
Teaching Economics
Teaching Geography
Teaching History
Teaching Arts (visual or music)

195080
195081
195082
195083
195084
195085
195086
195087
195088
195089

Blind or Visually Impaired “Highly Qualified”
Teaching English
Teaching Reading or Language Arts
Teaching Mathematics
Teaching Science
Teaching Foreign Languages
Teaching Civics and Government
Teaching Economics
Teaching Geography
Teaching History
Teaching Arts (visual or music)

195090
195091
195092
195093
195094
195095
195096
195097
195098
195099

Traumatic Brain Injury “Highly Qualified”
Teaching English
Teaching Reading or Language Arts
Teaching Mathematics
Teaching Science
Teaching Foreign Languages
Teaching Civics and Government
Teaching Economics
Teaching Geography
Teaching History
Teaching Arts (visual or music)

195100
195101
195102
195103
195104
195105
195106
195107
195108
195109

Mild to Moderate Mental Impairments “Highly Qualified”
Teaching English
Teaching Reading or Language Arts
Teaching Mathematics
Teaching Science
Teaching Foreign Languages
Teaching Civics and Government
Teaching Economics
Teaching Geography
Teaching History
Teaching Arts (visual or music)
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195110
195111
195112
195113
195114
195115
195116
195117
195118
195119

Moderate to Severe Mental Impairments “Highly Qualified”
Teaching English
Teaching Reading or Language Arts
Teaching Mathematics
Teaching Science
Teaching Foreign Languages
Teaching Civics and Government
Teaching Economics
Teaching Geography
Teaching History
Teaching Arts (visual or music)

195120
195121
195122
195123
195124
195125
195126
195127
195128
195129

Academic and Behavioral Specialist “Highly Qualified”
Teaching English
Teaching Reading or Language Arts
Teaching Mathematics
Teaching Science
Teaching Foreign Languages
Teaching Civics and Government
Teaching Economics
Teaching Geography
Teaching History
Teaching Arts (visual or music)
SPECIAL EDUCATION – TEACHING CORE ACADEMIC SUBJECTS
NOT “HIGHLY QUALIFIED”

196000
196001
196002
196003
196004
196005
196006
196007
196008
196009

Emotional Behavioral Disorders – NOT “Highly Qualified”
Teaching English
Teaching Reading or Language Arts
Teaching Mathematics
Teaching Science
Teaching Foreign Languages
Teaching Civics and Government
Teaching Economics
Teaching Geography
Teaching History
Teaching Arts (visual or music)

196010
196011
196012
196013
196014
196015
196016
196017
196018
196019

Learning Disabilities – NOT “Highly Qualified”
Teaching English
Teaching Reading or Language Arts
Teaching Mathematics
Teaching Science
Teaching Foreign Languages
Teaching Civics and Government
Teaching Economics
Teaching Geography
Teaching History
Teaching Arts (visual or music)
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196020
196021
196022
196023
196024
196025
196026
196027
196028
196029

Autism Spectrum Disorders – NOT “Highly Qualified”
Teaching English
Teaching Reading or Language Arts
Teaching Mathematics
Teaching Science
Teaching Foreign Languages
Teaching Civics and Government
Teaching Economics
Teaching Geography
Teaching History
Teaching Arts (visual or music)

196030
196031
196032
196033
196034
196035
196036
196037
196038
196039

Physical Disabilities – NOT “Highly Qualified”
Teaching English
Teaching Reading or Language Arts
Teaching Mathematics
Teaching Science
Teaching Foreign Languages
Teaching Civics and Government
Teaching Economics
Teaching Geography
Teaching History
Teaching Arts (visual or music)

196040
196041
196042
196043
196044
196045
196046
196047
196048
196049

Other Health Disabilities – NOT “Highly Qualified”
Teaching English
Teaching Reading or Language Arts
Teaching Mathematics
Teaching Science
Teaching Foreign Languages
Teaching Civics and Government
Teaching Economics
Teaching Geography
Teaching History
Teaching Arts (visual or music)

196050
196051
196052
196053
196054
196055
196056
196057
196058
196059

Oral Aural Deaf Education – NOT “Highly Qualified”
Teaching English
Teaching Reading or Language Arts
Teaching Mathematics
Teaching Science
Teaching Foreign Languages
Teaching Civics and Government
Teaching Economics
Teaching Geography
Teaching History
Teaching Arts (visual or music)
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196060
196061
196062
196063
196064
196065
196066
196067
196068
196069

Deaf Blind – NOT “Highly Qualified”
Teaching English
Teaching Reading or Language Arts
Teaching Mathematics
Teaching Science
Teaching Foreign Languages
Teaching Civics and Government
Teaching Economics
Teaching Geography
Teaching History
Teaching Arts (visual or music)

196070
196071
196072
196073
196074
196075
196076
196077
196078
196079

Deaf or Hard of Hearing – NOT “Highly Qualified”
Teaching English
Teaching Reading or Language Arts
Teaching Mathematics
Teaching Science
Teaching Foreign Languages
Teaching Civics and Government
Teaching Economics
Teaching Geography
Teaching History
Teaching Arts (visual or music)

196080
196081
196082
196083
196084
196085
196086
196087
196088
196089

Blind or Visually Impaired – NOT “Highly Qualified”
Teaching English
Teaching Reading or Language Arts
Teaching Mathematics
Teaching Science
Teaching Foreign Languages
Teaching Civics and Government
Teaching Economics
Teaching Geography
Teaching History
Teaching Arts (visual or music)

196090
196091
196092
196093
196094
196095
196096
196097
196098
196099

Traumatic Brain Injury – NOT “Highly Qualified”
Teaching English
Teaching Reading or Language Arts
Teaching Mathematics
Teaching Science
Teaching Foreign Languages
Teaching Civics and Government
Teaching Economics
Teaching Geography
Teaching History
Teaching Arts (visual or music)
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196100
196101
196102
196103
196104
196105
196106
196107
196108
196109

Mild to Moderate Mental Impairments – NOT “Highly Qualified”
Teaching English
Teaching Reading or Language Arts
Teaching Mathematics
Teaching Science
Teaching Foreign Languages
Teaching Civics and Government
Teaching Economics
Teaching Geography
Teaching History
Teaching Arts (visual or music)

196110
196111
196112
196113
196114
196115
196116
196117
196118
196119

Moderate to Severe Mental Impairments – NOT “Highly Qualified”
Teaching English
Teaching Reading or Language Arts
Teaching Mathematics
Teaching Science
Teaching Foreign Languages
Teaching Civics and Government
Teaching Economics
Teaching Geography
Teaching History
Teaching Arts (visual or music)

196120
196121
196122
196123
196124
196125
196126
196127
196128
196129

Academic and Behavioral Specialist – NOT “Highly Qualified”
Teaching English
Teaching Reading or Language Arts
Teaching Mathematics
Teaching Science
Teaching Foreign Languages
Teaching Civics and Government
Teaching Economics
Teaching Geography
Teaching History
Teaching Arts (visual or music)
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CAREER AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS (CTE)
Use these program codes for recording the assignments of positions that are eligible for
vocational categorical aid. Depending on the program, a program may consist of one or more
different courses. Teacher-Coordinator assignments include related class and coordination of
the students’ on-the-job training and learning.

Administration
000110

Director, Local District (use grade level 99)
Directs, manages, and coordinates the staffing, hiring, budgets, oversight and
evaluation of Career and Technical Education programs and staff.

000111

Assistance Director, Local District (use grade level 99)

000115

Director, Secondary Career and Technical Center (use grade level 99)

000680

Supervisor, Special Needs Program (use grade level 99)

Special Needs and Support Services
000670

Support Service Facilitator (use grade level 99)
Identifies students with special needs and serves as an advocate for these
students, determines the students’ special needs and appropriate programs,
follows progress, obtains supportive services required by the students, and assists
in the adaptation of equipment, curriculum, and/or employment and training sites to
meet the needs of the students with special needs.

000690

Career Accommodation Specialist
Serves students with disabilities by analyzing vocational training potential and
developing career goals, transition needs, and lifework plans. May also coordinate
Career and Technical Education opportunities and manage plans for meeting
student needs.

000710

Vocational Evaluator (use grade level 99)
Provides pre-vocational and vocational evaluation in order to identify students’
training potential and identifies vocational training choices and alternatives.
Identifies supportive services and serves as a link between the student and other
personnel. Performs a follow-up to ensure proper placement of students.

000745

Teacher-Coordinator: Work Experience – Disadvantaged
Provides and coordinates instruction that enables disadvantaged students to learn
through work and consults and collaborates with families, other teachers, and
business, industry, labor, and community representatives in designing,
implementing, and evaluating student learning through work.

000750

Teacher-Coordinator: Work Experience – Handicapped
Provides and coordinates instruction that enables students to learn through work
and consults and collaborates with families, other teachers, and business, industry,
labor, and community representatives in designing, implementing and evaluating
student learning through work. A work-experience handicapped program is
appropriate when the students’ disabilities warrant more teacher intervention than
would be provided in a mainstream work-based learning program.
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000755

Teacher-Coordinator: Work Experience Career Exploration Program (WECEP)
Provides a one-year or two-year work-based transition learning experience for 14year-olds or 15-year-olds that have had difficulty with their previous school
experiences. Students may be employed during school hours and in some
occupations otherwise prohibited by federal and state child labor laws. WECEP
provide a carefully planned work experience and career exploration program that
meets the participants’ needs, interests, and abilities. The program helps students
to become reoriented and motivated toward education and helps to prepare them
for the world of work.

000790

Technical Tutor
Provides direct service to students under the supervision of a secondary vocational
or Career and Technical licensed person. Service provided may include
administering tests, participating in advisory committee meetings, assisting with
instruction in related math, reading, or communications skills as needed for a
secondary vocational or Career and Technical Program.

001050

Employment Placement Specialist
Provides career exploration, work-based instruction, and on-the-job placement and
supervision for students in Career and Technical Education Programs under the
direct supervision of a CTE administrator.

Other Assignments

Note: One or more courses may comprise the assignment.

009095

070002

Teacher-Coordinator, Diversified Occupations
Provides career exploration, work-based instruction, and on-the-job placement and
supervision for students in apprenticeships of 800 to 2000 hours from a variety
Career and Technical Program areas.
Public Affairs or Community Service Occupations

Agriculture, Agri-Business, and Natural Resources Occupations
Note: One or more courses may comprise the assignment.

010001

Agriculture-Exploration or Into to Agriculture
Course work provides students with exploration and instruction that is designed to
develop literacy in agriculture and agriculture-related career perspectives and
workplace skills.

010300

Agriculture Mechanics Technology
Course work provides students with instruction that is designed to support
mechanical technologies related to agriculture production, structures, soil and
water management, electricity, computer design, power equipment, welding,
greenhouse management, and small gas engines.

010400

Agriculture-Business Management
Course work provides students with instruction that is designed to develop literacy
in economics, farm business management, entrepreneurship, sales, marketing,
and services.
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010500

010700

019090

019901

019910

Horticulture Landscaping Management
Course work provides students with instruction that is designed to develop literacy
in food or fiber cultivation, plant care, and/or propagation and production, natural
resource systems, horticulture, greenhouse, landscaping, structures, technology,
and assists in developing students’ agriculture and agriculture-related career
perspectives and workplace skills.
Forestry and Natural Resources Management
Course work provides students with instruction that is designed to develop literacy
in forestry and natural resource systems, soil, plant, fish, game birds, wildlife,
environmental science, and assists in developing students’ forestry and natural
resources-related career perspectives and workplace skills.
Teacher-Coordinator, Agriculture Co-op Programs
Provides career exploration, work-based instruction, and on-the-job placement and
supervision for students in agriculture Education programs.
Agriculture-Combined Program
Course work provides instruction that is designed to develop literacy in food or
fiber cultivation, plant care, and/or propagation and production, animal care and
production, natural resource systems, and assists in developing students’
agriculture and agriculture-related career perspectives and workplace skills.
Animal Science and Technology
Course work provides instruction that is designed to develop literacy in food or
fiber cultivation, animal care and production, natural resource systems,
biotechnology, veterinary science, large animal, companion animal, and assists in
developing students’ agriculture and agriculture-related career perspectives and
workplace skills.

Business and Office Occupations

Note: One or more courses may comprise the assignment.

Provides students with instruction that is designed to develop an understanding of the functional
areas of business including business management and office skills, sales and marketing,
finance, accounting, interpersonal communications and information systems as well as
knowledge of factors that influence business such as: economics, business law,
communications, computation, and data interpretation. Also assists in developing students’
perspective of business and related careers and workplace skills.
140100

140120

140200

140500

Accounting
Provides students with instruction that is designed to develop an understanding of
accounting practices and procedures.
Banking and Finance
Provides students with instruction that is designed to develop an understanding of
banking and finance practices and procedures.
Data Processing
Provides students with instruction that is designed to develop an understanding of
data processing practices and procedures. Emphasis may be on computer
applications, data entry, programming, human relations, business and personal
law, networking, management information systems (MIS), entrepreneurship, and
leadership.
Business Simulation
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140710

Administrative Support Occupations
Provides students with instruction that is designed to develop an understanding of
administrative office support occupations practices and procedures, may include
business and office simulation.

149090

Teacher-Coordinator, Business and Office Co-Op Programs
Provides career exploration, work-based instruction, and on-the-job placement and
supervision for students in business occupations Education programs.

Family and Consumer Sciences Occupations

Note: One or more courses may comprise the assignment.

Provides students with instruction that is designed to prepare students for family life and the
relationships between family, community, and work. Also assists in developing students’
perspective of family, consumerism, and knowledge and skills for related careers.
090101

Consumer Homemaking Occupations

090112

Consumer Homemaking Occupations or Option 4

090121

Individual or Family Life and Parenting

Marketing Occupations

Note: One or more courses may comprise the assignment.

040800

Marketing Occupations
Course work provides instruction that is designed to develop an understanding, of
the sales and marketing systems that influence business and the related careers
and workplace skills.

049090

Teacher-Coordinator, Marketing Occupations
Provides career exploration, work-based instruction, and on-the-job placement and
supervision for students’ in marketing education programs.

049956

Performing Arts Occupations

Health Occupations and Careers
070101

Dental Assisting
Course work that provides instruction and career exploration in the dental career
pathway, dental science courses, chair side assisting protocol, and safety and
control practices that transition into postsecondary education.

070208

Allied Health
Allied health with a general emphasis on: health occupations and certificate
programs, such as Pharmacy Technical Certificate (PASS), medical lab, medical
assisting, and sports medicine with the possibility of introductory courses in
forensics, orthotics and prosthetic, and physio therapy. Includes health care core,
medical anatomy and physiology, legal issues, safety and infection control,
medical terminology, first aid, CPR, and record- keeping. This program includes
leadership and some supervised clinical experiences.

070300

Health Sciences and Technology Education

070303

Nursing Services

070907

Emergency Medical Services
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072100

Medical Careers
Instruction designed to develop students’ understanding of health care systems,
medical communication, ethics, infection control, and safety issues for patients,
providers, and within facilities. May include interpretation of technical medical
documents and reading, technical writing and transcription, terminology, related
math and science activities, patient care and rights, types and use of medical care
facilities, certification and education, and career paths and opportunities.

079090

Teacher-Coordinator, Health Occupations
Provides career exploration, work-based instruction, and on-the-job placement and
supervision for students in health occupations education programs.

079091

Teacher-Coordinator, Public Affairs or Community Service

Service Occupations
090200

Early Childhood Careers
Instruction designed to develop students’ in-depth understanding and application
of knowledge and skills required for early childhood programs. Topics may include
child development, developmentally appropriate practices and activities, types of
early childhood services and standards as well as rules, responsibility, and
requirements for operation, safety issues, health, nutrition, use of equipment, and
information concerning career paths and opportunities.

090201

Childcare, Guidance and Education Occupations
Instruction is designed to develop student knowledge of educational and
developmental services in large licensed group home, Headstart, nursery school,
latch key, kindergarten and primary or preschool handicapped program. May also
include knowledge of occupations such as nanny, camp counselor, recreational
program teacher or aide, etc.

090204

Housing Occupations
Instruction is designed to develop student knowledge of interior design and
housing planning. Also includes planning and design of work spaces such as
computer centers.

090214

Fashion and Apparel or Textile Occupations
Instruction is designed to develop student knowledge of apparel and drapery
production, tailoring, alterations, and upholstery including use of power sewing
equipment. Also includes preparation for fabric selection and sales.

090300

Creative Design Careers
Instruction designed to develop students’ in-depth understanding and application
of knowledge and skills required in creative design careers including textiles,
apparel careers, housing interiors, and furnishing careers. Topics may include
fashion, color, design, construction, production, and repair of textiles. May also
include social and economic influences related to housing as well as knowledge of
products, use of space, design and planning, related blueprint reading and
knowledge of textile industries, interior and furnishing industries, and career paths
and opportunities.
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090320

Tourism Occupations
Instruction is designed to develop student knowledge of work as a travel agent,
activity or recreational director, cruise director or planner, corporate travel planner,
and government tourism planner or guide. Includes knowledge of the hotel and
resort industry, modes of travel, travel planning, and making reservations for travel
activities.

091100

Building Care or Maintenance Occupations
Instruction is designed to develop student knowledge of custodial maintenance or
housekeeping in commercial and industrial buildings, schools, residences, hotels,
motels or health club facilities, etc.

092602

Cosmetology
The teacher of this course will be a licensed cosmetologist and may teach all
content that the state license permits.

092900

Hospitality Services Careers
Instruction designed to develop students’ in-depth understanding and application
of knowledge and skills required in food preparation or production and service,
food science or nutrition, tourism or recreation, and facilities management or
maintenance. Topics may include layout and design of facilities, management of
facilities, purchasing, cost control, sanitation issues, record keeping within the
hospitality industries, food preparation, and product development. Safety, security,
care, and maintenance of equipment and/or facilities and buildings, industry
standards for these careers, regulations and rules regarding these industries, as
well as career paths and opportunities.

092902

Foods Occupations
Instruction is designed to develop student knowledge of the food service industry
including work as a chef, cook, caterer, dietitian, baker, deli worker, fast food
worker, food server, and restaurant or food service manager.

093500

Upholstery
Instruction is designed to develop student knowledge of upholstery fabric selection,
cutting, sewing and tacking techniques, and installation on any upholstered
surface.

099090

Teacher-Coordinator, Service Occupations Co-op Programs
Provides career exploration, work-based instruction, and on-the-job placement and
supervision for students in service occupations education programs.

Trade and Industrial Occupations and Careers
170300

Transportation Careers
Instruction designed to develop students’ understanding and application of
knowledge and skills required in transportation careers including vehicle services
such as auto mechanics, small engine or recreational vehicle repair, auto body
services, and aviation occupations. Topics may include electricity, electronics,
chemistry and physics (only as components and as specific to transportation
careers) interpretation of related technical data and documents, safety issues,
regulations for each industry, communication skills, ethics, industry standards,
customer satisfaction, education and certification for the industries, as well as
career paths and opportunities.
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170301

Auto Body Mechanics
Instruction with an emphasis on auto body repair, auto body frame, and career
investigation.

170302

Auto Mechanics
Instruction with an emphasis on mechanics, automotive technology that may lead
to NATEF Certification(s), power mechanics, power and energy transportation, and
career investigation.

170303

Vehicle Services Occupations
Instruction with an emphasis on small engines, recreational and marine repair or
service, vehicle auto services, and career investigation.

170310

Electromechanical Technology Occupations

170312

Service Station Mechanics

170321

Metals or Fabrication Occupations
Instruction designed to develop students’ knowledge of fabrication of metal
products including blueprint reading, cutting, bending, welding, and grinding as
well as gunsmithing and jewelry goldsmithing and silversmithing.

170322

Auto or Truck Service and Repair
Instruction with an emphasis on auto or truck services and repair, vehicle parts and
service, and career investigation.

170400

Aviation Occupations
Instruction with an emphasis on air craft design, general aviation, ground school
credentialing, aerospace technology and engineering, and career opportunities.

170700

Commercial Art
Instruction is designed to develop student knowledge of commercial art, design,
photography, and digital photography as well as career paths and opportunities.

170900

Commercial Photography
Instruction is designed to develop student knowledge of commercial photography
through the instruction in digital and conventional photography and dark room
processing as well as career paths and opportunities.

171000

Construction Occupations – General
Instruction designed to develop students understanding of general construction
occupations with an emphasis on general construction, masonry, electrician and
home/commercial wiring, plumbing, carpentry, blueprint reading, and CAD.

171016

Construction Occupations – Finishing
Instruction designed to develop students understanding of finishing construction
occupations with an emphasis on woods and finishing products, furniture
manufacturing/refinishing, and cabinetry.

171020

Construction Occupations – Planning and Management
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171100

Construction Careers
Instruction designed to develop students understanding of technical construction
documents, technical writing, terminology, and related math activities. Construction
Careers topics may include current and emerging construction materials and
methods, construction planning, use of tools, licensing or certification within the
industry, safety concerns or requirements and awareness of subsystems such as
electrical, plumbing, heating, etc., as well as career paths and opportunities.

171200

Truck/Diesel Mechanics
Instruction designed to develop students understanding of truck and diesel
mechanics with an emphasis on heavy duty mechanics, diesel mechanics, and
career opportunities.

171300

Drafting Occupations
Instruction designed to develop students’ knowledge of design, blueprint creation
and reading, computer aided and mechanical drafting, technical drawing,
engineering design, and architectural drafting as well as career paths and
opportunities.

171303

Mechanical Drafting Occupations

171500

Electronics Occupations
Instruction designed to develop student knowledge of electronics occupations
including CISCO, Networking +, A+, wireless technology, Web design, computer
repair, digital electronics, principles of engineering, robotics technology,
electronics, industry standards and certification, as well as career paths and
opportunities.

171502

Communications Technology Occupations
Instruction is designed to develop students’ knowledge of communication
technology. Communication topics may include visual and graphics/graphic
design, Oracle, computer technology and digital design, radio and TV
broadcasting, graphics and Web design, multi/multimedia technology, digital
electronics, desktop publishing, technology, animation design, civil engineering, as
well as career paths and opportunities.

171508

Media Production
Students apply public communication skills with the focus being on learning the
operation of broadcast quality systems and equipment. Content may include
learning how to manage the duties of a communications studio, work with
interactive television and satellite technology, and create regular media
programming.

171510

Broadcast Media Occupations
Instruction is designed to develop student knowledge of TV, video, radio and multiimage production. May include script and program preparation and production,
media production lighting, photography for productions, audio productions, and
computer graphics.

171515

Communications Media Occupations
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171600

171700

171705

Communication Technician Careers
Instruction designed to develop student understanding of technical documents,
technical writing, related math, terminology, and current products or services.
Communications technology careers may address topics such as electronic and
print communication, operation and repair of equipment, safety practices,
production skills, and regulations relating to the industry, as well as career paths
and opportunities.
Manufacturing Careers
Instruction designed to develop students’ understanding of technical documents
and manufacturing specifications, technical writing, terminology, and math and
science activities as related to the manufacturing environment. Processes include
metallurgy, robotics, fluid power and plastics technology. Also includes machining
and welding to manufacture product to industry standards, topics of certification or
education, safety and ethical issues, as well as career paths and opportunities.
Industrial Design Technology Occupations
Instruction is designed to develop student knowledge of design, blueprint creation
and reading, and manufacture of industry products.

171710

Manufacturing Technology
Instruction is designed to develop student knowledge of product development
through the use of manufacturing equipment including machines that mill, blend,
weld, cut, heat, apply adhesives, etc. Instruction may include pneumatic, hydraulic,
and electronic manufacturing systems inclusive of “green manufacturing
technologies”.

171720

Principles of Technology
Instruction is designed to develop student knowledge of principles of technology.
This may be intergraded in other CTE programs rather than a stand-alone
program.

171730

Mechanical Technology Occupations
Instruction is designed to develop student knowledge of construction,
maintenance, and repair of fluid power and industrial equipment.

171900

Graphic Arts
Instruction is designed to develop student knowledge of design, preparation
printing, and assembly of printed materials.

172300

Metal or Material Processing Occupations
Instruction is designed to develop student knowledge of machine shop and welding
skills and occupations as well as knowledge of metals fabrication and sheet metal
work.

172302

Machine Shop Operations
Instruction is designed to develop student knowledge of machining and heat
treating, including bench work, grinding principles, blueprint reading, use of cutting
tools, etc.

172305

Sheet Metal Working and Fabrication
Instruction is designed to develop student knowledge of fabrication of sheet metal
products including blueprint reading, cutting, bending, welding, and grinding.
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172306

Welding Occupations
Instruction designed to develop students’ understanding and application of
knowledge and skills required in manufacturing careers including basic welding
and Arc, Gas, MIG, TIG, and wire feed welding as well as career paths and
opportunities.

172350

Metals Fabrication and Metal Work

173100

Small Engine Mechanics

173101

Recreational Vehicle Repair Occupations

173601

Cabinet Making

177601

Industrial Equipment Maintenance and Service
Instruction is designed to develop student knowledge of maintaining and repairing
industrial equipment and portable power equipment.

178803

Truck or Bus Driving Occupations
Direct learning experiences concerned with bus driving, city delivery truck driving,
over-the-road driving, dispatching, truck loading dock work, and trailer
spotting/switching. Designed to create knowledge of the use of terminology
related to the occupation, safety and environmental concerns, Occupational Safety
and Health Administration rules, safety, first aid procedures, Pollution Control
Agency Regulations, transportation regulatory agencies such as the Department of
Transportation, required driver and vehicle licensing and placard placement, basic
vehicle parts, operation and fueling, operator responsibility and ethics, legal and
policy issues concerning the occupation, reporting and documenting requirements,
potential career paths, and customer service or satisfaction.

179090

Teacher-Coordinator, Trade and Industrial Co-op Programs
Provides career exploration, work-based instruction, and on-the-job placement and
supervision for students in trade and industrial occupations programs.

179960

Jewelry – Goldsmithing and Silversmithing
Design, manufacture, and repair jewelry.

179990

Fluid Power Mechanics
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CLASSIFICATION CODES: ASSIGNMENTS NOT REQUIRING LICENSURE
version #1 - without descriptions (organized alphabetically)
Paraprofessionals/Instructional Aides:
General Classroom Instructional Aide – “Highly Qualified”

999802

General Classroom Instructional Aide – “Highly Qualified” NOT REQUIRED

999803

General Classroom Instructional Aide – Not “Highly Qualified”

999801

Title I Instructional Aide – “Highly Qualified”

999812

Title I Instructional Aide – Not “Highly Qualified”

999811

Special Education Instructional Aide – “Highly Qualified”

999822

Special Education Instructional Aide – “Highly Qualified” NOT REQUIRED

999823

Special Education Instructional Aide – Not “Highly Qualified”

999821

Administrative Positions Not Requiring Licensure

999970

Clerical or Secretarial

999940

Computer Programmers or Operator

999920

Cook Manager

999947

Custodian

999950

Dean of Students

999971

Dietitian

999930

Food Service Director

999946

Graphic Artist

999925

Laborer

999975

Library Media Aide

999915

Other Non-Licensed Personal

999980

Professional Non-Licensed Personnel

999965

School Business Official or Business Manager

999905

School Food Service Worker

999945

School Nurse

999936

Skilled Crafts

999960

Student Support or Health Services

999935

Technology Coordinator or Non-licensed Technology Integrationist

999919

Transportation

999955
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CLASSIFICATION CODES: ASSIGNMENTS NOT REQUIRING LICENSURE
version #2 - with descriptions (organized numerically)
Paraprofessionals and Instructional Aides:
“Highly Qualified” is determined by local school district standard and NCLB requirements. Click
here for more information about paraprofessionals
(http://education.state.mn.us/MDE/EdExc/Para/index.html).

General Classroom Instructional Aide (excludes Special Education and Title I Aides):
Staff assigned to assist teachers or other staff in providing educational services to students on a
regularly scheduled basis. Includes playground aides who regularly direct efforts to fulfill
particular educational needs of specific students. Note: Performance of this assignment does
not require licensure. Any adult employee of the district may perform it, whether they hold a
license or not.
999801

General Classroom Instructional Aide – Not “Highly Qualified”

999802

General Classroom Instructional Aide – “Highly Qualified”

999803

General Classroom Instructional Aide – “Highly Qualified” NOT REQUIRED
For General Classroom Instructional Aides who are NOT in a Title I school-wide
program, use code 999803 – HQ NOT REQUIRED.

Title I Instructional Aides:
Staff working under the direct supervision of a classroom teacher who provides educational
support services to Title I students.
999811

Title I Instructional Aide – Not “Highly Qualified”

999812

Title I Instructional Aide – “Highly Qualified”

Special Education Instructional Aides:
Staff working under the direct supervision of a classroom teacher to provide services to students
with disabilities. Their purpose is to support instruction and not to provide direct instruction as
that of a teacher. Child development aides should be included in this category.
999821

Special Education Instructional Aide – Not “Highly Qualified”

999822

Special Education Instructional Aide – “Highly Qualified”

999823

Special Education Instructional Aide – “Highly Qualified” NOT REQUIRED
For Special Education Instructional Aides who are NOT in a Title I school-wide
program, use code 999823 – HQ NOT REQUIRED.
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999905

School Business Official or Business Manager
Typically college degreed personnel responsible for the financial activities and
general operations of the school district.

999915

Library Media Aide
Staff who assist in organizing and managing school libraries. Include audio-visual
personnel who aid in preparing, caring for, and making available to instructional
programs the equipment, materials, scripts, and other aids which specifically assist
teaching and learning via the visual and auditory senses. Also include librarian aides
who function essentially as clerical or physical aide to the librarian and whose contact
with students is casual or irregular.

999919

Technology Coordinator or Non-Licensed Technology Integrationist
The primary point of contact for technology related information at the district or site
level. Duties may include providing help to teachers on how to use technology in
support of learning, providing general technical support, managing local and wide
area networks, and making technology related purchasing decisions.
A Non-Licensed Technology Integrationist Specialist assists teachers in the
incorporating technology into curriculum, assists teachers and districts in
incorporating or developing curriculum including or focusing on technology, coaches
teachers in the use of technology, and can assist in locating technologies to benefit
the educational environment. This can include staff development.

999920

Computer Programmer or Operator
Occupations requiring combination of knowledge and manual skills that can be
obtained through approximately two years of post-high school education or equivalent
on-the-job training. Do NOT include word processor workers—report these using
the Clerical or Secretarial code 999940.

999925

Graphic Artist
Occupations requiring a combination of knowledge and manual skills which can be
obtained by approximately two years of post-high school education or through
equivalent on-the-job training. Include graphic artists, drafters, photographers,
technical illustrators, and similar occupations that cannot be properly classified in
other activity assignments.

999930

Dietitian
Staff that practice the integration and application of scientific principles of food,
nutrition, biochemistry, physiology, food management, and behavioral and social
sciences to achieve and maintain human health through the provision of nutrition care
services.

999935

Student Support or Health Services
Non-supervisory staff who provide student support and health services to students.
Includes health professionals in positions that do not require licensure by MDE such
as: physicians, dentists, nurses, physical therapists, occupational therapists, music
therapists, chemical dependency counselors, interpreters for hearing impaired, and
personal care attendants. Do not include supervisors of above. Supervisors of these
should be reported under Professional Non-Licensed Personnel 999965.
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999936

School Nurse
Use this code to report school nurses who are contracted through another facility and
approved by MDE commissioner.

999940

Clerical or Secretarial
Staff in positions requiring skills and training in all clerical-type work. Includes
activities such as preparing, systematizing, or preserving written and electronic
communications and reports; the operation of equipment such as typewriters, word
processors, personal computers, and switchboards or multi-line phone systems.
Include bookkeepers, secretaries, clerk-typists, payroll clerks, personnel assistants,
and receptionists.

999945

School Food Service Worker
Staff performing food and cafeteria services.

999946

Food Service Director
Include Supervisor, Manager, Coordinator, and School Nutrition Programs
Administrator. Major responsibilities include planning, organizing, directing,
administering, and evaluating a school food service and nutrition education program
for a school district or multiple units.

999947

Cook Manager
Include Assistant Cook Manager, Head Cook, and Food Service Manager. Has
overall supervisory responsibility for a school food service operation, under the
supervision of a director or administrator.

999950

Custodian
Include workers responsible for cleaning buildings, preserving security of school
property, and keeping school safe for occupancy and use. May include cleaning,
sweeping, disinfecting, moving furniture, keeping school entrances appropriately
locked or unlocked, keeping such facilities as fire escapes and panic bars in working
order, and guard duties. Include custodian supervisors.

999955

Transportation
Staff responsible for transporting students, primarily bus drivers. Crossing guards
should also be reported in this category. Do not include transportation
supervisors–report these under Professional Non-Licensed Personnel 999965.

999960

Skilled Crafts
Occupations requiring special manual skills and thorough, comprehensive knowledge
of special processes involved. These skills are acquired through on-the-job training
and experience, apprenticeship, or other formal training programs. Include
mechanics, repairers, electricians, heavy equipment operators, stationary engineers,
skilled machining occupations and carpenters. Include the supervisors of skilled crafts
workers.

999965

Professional Non-Licensed Personnel
Professional and supervisory staff providing non-instructional services to students.
Include Health Supervisor, Transportation Supervisor and Youth Service Coordinator.
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999970

Administrative Positions Not Requiring Licensure
Occupations requiring administrative personnel (not elected or appointed officials)
who are responsible for execution of policies or direction of school district operations.
Include Director of Federal Programs, Athletic Director or Activities Director,
Personnel Director, Data Processing Coordinator, Charter School Director, Director of
Buildings and Grounds, Administrative Interns and other administrators, managers,
directors of district-wide programs, and other administrators not included in any other
category.

999971

Dean of Students
Only use the non-licensed code for dean of students if the individual is doing the
duties of a dean as described below and the individual holds no Minnesota teaching
or administrative license. An individual working as a dean of students may monitor
student attendance, handle day-to-day discipline functions, direct student activities,
serve as athletic director, oversee extra-curricular activities, serve as a school
representative at regional and state events, coordinate testing, assist administration
and counseling staff with enrollment of new students, scheduling, and transcript
preparation. A dean of students may serve as an active member of child study teams,
crisis response teams, and student assistance teams when designated by the school
administrator. A dean of students may also contact parents, arrange and attend
parent-teacher conferences, coordinate with administration or counseling staff for
post-secondary opportunities and scholarships.
A dean of students may NOT serve as the licensed administrator and/or licensed
administrator designee for student’s Special Education IEP meetings. If a dean of
students is suspending students or performing staff evaluations other than peer
reviews of staff (summative or job retention-related evaluations, for example), the
individual must be a licensed administrator. If the assignment is more representative
of those duties of a principal or counselor, the individual must be appropriately
licensed in those areas. In these cases, please use the appropriate assignment code
to report.

999975

Laborer
Staff that perform manual labor not classified in other activity assignment. Include
garage laborers, car washers, gardeners, grounds keepers, or activities such as
lifting, digging, mixing, loading, or pulling operations. Also include supervisors of the
laborer workers.

999980

Other Non-Licensed Personal
Non-supervisory staff, such as community workers, attorneys, architects, engineers,
accountants, security personnel, and other non-instructional personnel, who do not fit
in any other category. Also include receptionists, hall monitors, day care providers,
parent involvement facilitator, Early Childhood Family Education and playground
aides, Community Education Coordinator, Department or Chair, Program or
Coordinator; Tutor or after school enrichment, in school suspension monitor,
computer lab monitor, study hall monitor, Non-licensed School Readiness Instructor.
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ERROR MESSAGES
Errors indicate data that is outside what is acceptable and MUST be corrected before a
submission of STAR data to the Minnesota Department of Education (MDE) can occur.
The error messages are listed below in alphabetical order.
ALREADY REPTED AS FULL-TIME AT DISTRICT “----“
The district number indicated in the error message has already reported this individual as fulltime. Since an individual cannot be full-time in more than one district, one district has reported
inaccurately. If your data is correct, then you must contact the STAR coordinator at the other
district to notify them of their error. After the other district corrects their data and “Run Edits”
again, you can “Run Edits” again on your licensed files and this error message should no longer
appear.
AMI-ALK ETHNIC FLAG MUST = Y OR N
The American Indian or Alaskan Native dropdown box must equal Y or N.
ASG CDE: “------“– LENGTH OF PERIOD INVALID
Period Lengths of 01-09 minutes or 181 or greater are not valid and will generate this error
message. The Length of Period in minutes should be reported if the period length is less than
45 or greater than 60 minutes. The maximum allowable length of period is 180 minutes.
ASG CDE: “------“– PERIODS PER WEEK INVALID
The only valid entries for Periods per Week are 01-80.
ASI ETHNIC FLAG MUST = Y OR N
The Asian dropdown box must equal Y or N.
ASSIGN CODE INVALID FOR ELEM SCHOOL
The assignment code reported is for elementary schools only. The school number reported is
not classified as an elementary school with MDE. School number and classification information
is reported and verified by school district via the web based “Minnesota School and District
Information Verification System.” For information regarding your school numbers or school
classifications contact MDE at mde.school-verify@state.mn.us.
ASSIGN CODE INVALID FOR MIDDLE SCH
The assignment code reported is for middle schools only. The school number reported is not
classified as a middle school with MDE. School number and classification information is
reported and verified by school district via the web based “Minnesota School and District
Information Verification System.” For information regarding your school numbers or school
classifications contact MDE at mde.school-verify@state.mn.us .
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ASSIGN CODE INVALID FOR SCH # 000
A school number of 000 (district-wide) was reported. The assignment code reported requires a
school number other than district-wide (000). Report the school number where the assignment
occurs. School level information is published in the annual School Report Card. Reporting
Principals under school 000 will result in schools showing no principal.
ASSIGN CODE INVALID FOR SEC SCHOOL
The assignment code reported is for secondary schools only. The school number reported is
not classified as a secondary school with MDE. School number and classification information is
reported and verified by school districts via the web based “Minnesota School and District
Information Verification System.” For information regarding your school numbers or school
classifications contact MDE at mde.school-verify@state.mn.us .
ASSIGNMENT CODE “------“ IS INVALID
The licensed assignment code reported is not a valid code. See pages 38-50 for a list of valid
codes.
AVERAGE SALARY EXCEEDS MAXIMUM-CHECK FTE
An average or annualized salary is calculated by dividing Contract Salary by the total calculated
Full Time Equivalent (FTE). The FTE is calculated using Periods per Week, Length of Period,
and Grade Level (see FTE calculation on pages 109-110 ). To view an individual calculated FTE
go to the “View STAR Reports” tab on the STAR Web Edit System and open the “Licensed FTE
Report.”
Things to check:
1. Is the reported Contract Salary correct? The salary reported should correspond with
the licensed calculated FTE. For example, if a staff person serves half time in a
licensed position and half time in a non-licensed position, the salary reported should
reflect only the portion of time spent in the licensed position.
2. The total calculated FTE might be too low.
a. Check to make sure there are no missing assignments.
b. The total number of periods may be too low. Check each assignment record.
c. Check the Length of Period for all assignment records. If 000 is reported, the
edit program defaults to 60 minutes for calculating the FTE. Any reported length
between 45 minutes and 60 minutes also defaults to 60 minutes for purposes of
calculating the FTE.
BIRTH DATE NOT MATCH (STATE = --/--/----)
The birth date reported does not match the birth date that is currently on the MDE database. If
the birth date on the state database is incorrect, email a request to fix the date to
mde.star@state.mn.us. After we have corrected it on the state database, you must “Run Edits”
again before an error-free edit will be generated.
BIRTH DATE INVALID
Part or the entire birth date field is in error or missing. The birth date must be reported to MDE
in the following format: YYYYMMDD (YearMonthDay).
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BLK-AFR ETHNIC FLAG MUST = Y OR N
The Black or African American dropdown box must equal Y or N.
BREAK IN SERVICE – MUST REPORT EXPERIENCE
Because the staff person was not actively employed in any district the prior year, “Years of
Experience” must be reported. Any years worked in a non-public school or in a school outside
of Minnesota should be included in the experience reported. Do not include the current year as
a year of experience. The current year experience is automatically added at MDE.
DAYS WORKED INVALID
The number of contract days worked must be reported for all actively employed staff. Valid
values are 000-265.
DUPLICATE RECORD REPORTED
Duplicate non-licensed records are not allowed. If the duplication is unintentional, delete one
record. If the duplication is intentional, delete one record and report the total number of hours in
the remaining record.
EMPLOYEE CLASS“-----------” INVALID
The non-licensed Classification Code is not valid. See page 90 for a list if valid codes.
ETHNIC CODE INVALID OR MISSING
Ethnic code 1-5 must be reported for all actively employed staff. See page 14 or 35 for code
definitions.
EXPERIENCE OTHER INVALID
Years of Experience reported must be a numeric value of 00-99 and should not include current
year. The current year experience is automatically added at MDE.
EXPERIENCE PRINCIPAL INVALID
Years of Experience reported must be a numeric value of 00-99 and should not include current
year. The current year experience is automatically added at MDE.
EXPERIENCE SUPERINTENDENT INVALID
Years of Experience reported must be a numeric value of 00-99 and should not include current
year. The current year experience is automatically added at MDE.
EXPERIENCE TEACHER INVALID
Years of Experience reported must be a numeric value of 00-99 and should not include current
year. The current year experience is automatically added at MDE.
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FOLDER NUMBER INVALID – NOT ON DATABASE
This folder number is not a valid folder number on file with MDE. To look up file folder numbers
go to the Teacher License Lookup link.
(http://education.state.mn.us/MDE/EdExc/Licen/TeachLicLook/index.html).
FTE >1 WITH OTHER DIST (SEE DETAIL PAGE)
One or more districts have already reported assignment data for this individual. The FTE
already reported plus the FTE you reported is greater than 1.05. The detailed information is
listed on the page of the error report titled “FTE Greater Than 1.” If the information reported by
the other district is incorrect, it is your responsibility to contact the STAR coordinator of that
district and inform them of their error. That STAR coordinator must correct their data and “Run
Edits” again before you can “Run Edits” again.
FULL-TIME / PART-TIME INDICATOR INVALID
You must report an F for a full-time employee or a P for a part-time employee. This
determination is made at the district level.
HAW-PAC ETHNIC FLAG MUST = Y OR N
The Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander dropdown box must equal Y or N.
HIS-LAT ETHNIC FLAG MUST = Y OR N
The Hispanic or Latino dropdown box must equal Y or N.
HIGHEST EDUCATION LEVEL IS INVALID
Valid codes are 01-14. See page 18 for code definitions.
HOURS WORKED IS INVALID OR MISSING
Hours worked per week must be reported for all non-licensed staff.
INACTIVE LAST YEAR – MUST USE 02 OR O4
This staff person was reported as inactive last year. You must report a New Licensed staff code
of 02 or 04 indicating a break in service. Years of Experience must also be reported for all New
Licensed Staff 02 or 04. See page 15 for New Licensed Staff code definitions.
INCORRECT DISTRICT NUMBER / DISTRICT TYPE
The district number or district type (or both) reported is not correct or is missing. If your district
number is fewer than four digits or your district type is fewer than two digits, report with leading
zeros. See page 11, 23, or 32 for a description of district types.
INCORRECT FOLDER NBR FOR THIS PERSON
The folder number reported for this person does not match the folder number on file with MDE.
Look up file folder numbers at Teacher License Lookup link.
(http://education.state.mn.us/MDE/EdExc/Licen/TeachLicLook/index.html).
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INVALID GRADE LEVEL
The grade level reported is not valid. See pages 25-26 for a list of valid codes.
INVALID GRADE LEVEL FOR ASG-CODE
The grade level reported is not valid for the assignment code reported. For non-instructional
assignments (administrators, counselors, nurses, etc.) report grade level 99.
MODE OF TEACHING INDICATOR INVALID
Valid codes are: zero (0) , I (Interactive Television), T (Team Teaching), X (Extra Assignment), L
(Online Learning), or Blank. See page 27 for a description of Mode of Teaching.
MODE TEACH = I NOT VALID FOR DIST EMPLOYED
Mode of Teaching I is intended for the non-employing district. It is used by MDE to determine
duplicate assignments. If you are the employing district, report the default of zero in the Mode
of Teaching field.
MORE THAN 1 EMPLOYMENT RECORD EXISTS
Two or more employment records are reported in the Employment (LA) file for this folder
number. Only one employment record per folder number is acceptable therefore one must be
deleted.
NAME CANNOT BEGIN WITH A SPACE
A leading space was reported before the name. The space must be deleted.
NAME NOT MATCH (STATE = ---------)
The last name reported does not match the last name on the state database for the folder
number you reported. This could mean that the folder number you reported is incorrect for the
individual being reported or the last name you reported is incorrect or the name you reported
does not exactly match the name on the state database. If the data you reported is correct you
have three choices: the teacher can complete a Duplicate License form and mail to Educator
Licensing with a $1 processing fee, the teacher can complete the Name Change request form
(found on page 117) which the STAR Coordinator will email to the STAR team at
mde.star@state.mn.us (keeping the form in the teacher’s personnel file), or the STAR
Coordinator will send the staff the Name Change Procedure letter (found on page 118) and then
email the STAR team at mde.star@state.mn.us to request the name be updated on the state
database. After this change is made, you must “Run Edits” again to generate an error-free edit.
NEW LICENSED STAFF BUT EXPERIENCE ENTERED
New Licensed Staff code 01 or 05 was reported AND Years of Experience was also reported.
Codes 01 and 05 are to be reported only for newly licensed staff that are being hired for the
very first time after graduation or have not been reported in a licensed capacity in any K-12
district or school. If the experience reported is correct, the New Licensed Staff code should be
reported as 02, 03, 04, or 06. See page 15 for code definitions.
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NEW STAFF & TERM - CANNOT BE BOTH
An employee cannot be a New Licensed Staff (codes 01-08) and have an
Inactive/Transfer/Termination (codes 21-60) of the same year. Inactive/Transfer/Termination
codes are to be report only for staff that were report by your district the previous year and are
NOT active as of October 1 of the current year. One of these codes must be set to zero or the
employment record should be deleted completely.
NEW STAFF BUT EXPER ON STATE DATABASE
The New Licensed Staff code 01 or 05 was reported, but the MDE database indicates that this
staff person does have one or more years of experience. Codes 01 and 05 are to be reported
only for newly licensed staff that are being hired for the very first time after graduation or have
not been reported in a licensed capacity in any K-12 district or school. If the experience
information on the state database is correct, the New Licensed Staff code should be reported as
02, 03, 04, or 06. See page 15 for code descriptions.
NEW STAFF CODE 02 OR 04 NEED EXPERIENCE
Years of Experience must be reported for all staff with a New Licensed Staff code of 02 or 04.
Do not include the current year as experience. The current year experience is automatically
added at MDE.
NEW STAFF CODE CANNOT BE BLANK
This field must be zero filled or the appropriate value of 01-05 must be reported.
NEW STAFF CODE INVALID
The only valid New Licensed Staff codes are 00-08. See page 15 for code definitions.
NEW STAFF – PRIOR DATA ON STATE DATABASE
The new staff codes of 01 and 05 are to be reported for individuals that have never been
reported in any licensed capacity. This error message indicates that the individual has been
reported as employed in a previous year; therefore, a new staff code of 00, 02, 03 or 04 are the
only valid values to report.
NEW STF=03 – NOT ACTIVE ANY DST LAST YEAR
Staff person was not reported as actively employed in any district the previous year; therefore,
the 03 code is not correct. See page 15 for New Licensed Staff code definitions. If this
individual did have a break in service, report a New Licensed staff code of 02 or 04. Years of
Experience must also be reported for all New Licensed Staff 02 or 04. The current year
experience is automatically added at MDE.
NO ASSIGNMENT RECORD & OUT OF DIST = “N”
An employment record exists, but no assignment record has been reported. This is only
acceptable if this staff person is providing ALL services in another district. In this case the Out of
District Assignment field should be reported as Y. If this is not the case, an assignment record
must be added to the assignment (LB) file.
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NO COMMA IN NAME-REPORT LAST NAME, FIRST
There was no comma entered in the name reported. The comma after the last name is
necessary to determine the end of the last name and the beginning of the first name. The last
name reported is used to update the MDE database. If the name is entered as "Doe John " with
no comma for example, our program reads both names as the last name because there is no
comma to indicate where the last name ends. This person's last name would then be incorrectly
changed on the MDE database to read: Doe John. The entire name would then read: John
Doe John.

NOT INCL HIS-LAT...1 ETHNIC FLG MUST = Y
One of the five ethnic dropdown boxes must = Y

NUMBER OF ASSIGN RECORDS EXCEED 40
A maximum of 40 assignment records can be reported per folder number. Duplicate records for
the same class period should be consolidated and/or deleted by combining the number of pupils
and reporting as one record.
OUT OF DISTRICT = “Y” BUT FTE = 1
Out of District Y should NOT be reported by the employing district if the employing district is
also reporting full time assignments (1.00 FTE). In this situation, report Out of District N.

OUT OF DISTRICT INDICATOR INVALID
Out of District Indicator must be Y for yes or N for no. Yes means the staff person is performing
additional assignments (that pertain to the reported salary) in another school district. No means
the staff person is not performing assignments (that pertain to the reported salary) in another
school district.

PART-TIME BUT 40 HOURS OR MORE REPORTED
If an individual works 40 or more hours in a non-Licensed position they are considered full-time.

PUPILS MUST BE > 0 FOR THIS ASSIGN CODE
The total number of students must be reported for assignment codes 010000-179999, 200000399999 and 890101-899998.
PUPILS MUST BE NUMERIC
The number of pupils reported is not numeric. The valid values are 000-999.
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RECORD TYPE INDICATOR IS INVALID
The record type is the two digit alphabetic field that precedes every record. Each of the three
files has a unique record type indicator:
LA - Licensed Employment
LB - Licensed Assignment
NA - Non-Licensed
The record type may not be visible in your district software products, but must exist in the STAR
files submitted to MDE in order to meet the required file format.
REPTED AS 02 OR 04 OCT 1 REPT SAME MAR 1
The person was reported as 02 Staff returning to profession after a break in service or
unreported the previous year or 04 Transferred from school in another state, country or nonpublic school in October. Report this person the same way for March if still active.
RETURN CODE – NOT ACTIVE HERE LAST YEAR
The default code of 00 was reported as the New Licensed Staff code (returning – was actively
employed the previous year). This staff person, however, was not reported as actively employed
by your district the previous year. Choose New Licensed Staff Code 01-08. See page 15 for
code definitions.
SALARY INVALID
A salary must be reported for all actively employed staff. Do not report salary with commas or
decimals.
SALARY IS GREATER THAN MAXIMUM
Check to make sure that the salary reported is right justified (with leading zeros) and there
should be no comma reported.
SALARY TOO HIGH FOR NBR OF DAYS WORKED
Either the Contract Salary reported is too high or the number of Contract Days reported is too
low.
SCHOOL NUMBER INVALID
Only school numbers registered with MDE are valid. School numbers are reported and verified
by school districts via the web based “Minnesota School and District Information Verification
System”. For information regarding your school numbers or school classifications contact MDE
at mde.school-verify@state.mn.us. School numbers must be reported as three-digit numbers
(i.e., 010, 020, etc.)
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SEX DOES NOT MATCH STATE = ”--”
The gender reported does not match what is currently on the MDE database. If the information
on the MDE database is incorrect, you must contact the STAR Team by e-mail at
mde.star@state.mn.us to have it corrected on the State database. After this change is made,
you must “Run Edits” again to generate an error-free edit.
SEX REPORTED INVALID
F for female or M for male must be reported for all actively employed staff.
SOCIAL SEC # REPTED DOESN’T MATCH STATE
The social security number reported does not match what is currently on the state database for
this folder number. If the social security number reported is incorrect, you must make the
necessary corrections in EACH record (LA and LB) that the error message appears. If the
reported social security number IS correct, then the state database is incorrect. If this is the
case, you must contact the STAR team by e-mail at mde.star@state.mn.us. After this change is
made, you must “Run Edits” again to generate an error-free edit. DO NOT email social
security numbers! Email the STAR team your contact information with the explanation
that the social security number is wrong. A STAR team member will contact you by
phone to receive the correct social security number.
SOCIAL SECURITY INVALID
No social security number or an invalid social security number was reported.
STAFF NAME IS INVALID
The staff name must be reported in the following format: LAST, FIRST MIDDLE
STATE FOLDER NUMBER ASSIGNED = " ------ "
A zero folder number was reported, but the MDE database indicates that a folder number does
exist for this person. The folder number indicated in this message must be entered in ALL LA &
LB records.
SUPT MUST BE REPORTED AT SCHOOL 000
Superintendent assignments must be reported at school number 000 or district-wide.
TERM CODE: NOT EMPLOYED HERE LAST YEAR
This person was not reported as employed by your district the previous year; therefore, a
termination code need not be reported. Inactive/Transfer/Termination codes are to be reported
only for staff that were reported by your district the previous year and are NOT active as of
snapshot date the current year. If this person is not employed at your district as of snapshot
date of the current year, delete the employment record.
TERM/ INACT NOT EMPLOYED LAST SUBMISSION
District did not report termination or inactive last submission; delete files.
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TERM/ INACT CODE INVALID
Numeric codes of 00-60 are the only valid codes. See page 16 for code definitions.
TERM OR TRANS OCT 1 USE 02 FOR MAR 1
Person was reported as terminated or transferred in October; if this person is returning to the
district report using 02 staff returning to profession after a break in service/unreported the
previous year.
TERM/TRANS OCT 1 DELETE MAR 1
Person was reported as terminated or transferred in October; delete LA and LB files if individual
has not returned to district.
TOO MUCH EXPERIENCE FOR BIRTH YEAR
Either the Birth Date reported or the Years of Experience reported is incorrect.
TOTAL FTE < .80, FT-PT= ’F’ & OUT-DST= ’N’
The FTE is calculated using Periods per Week, Length of Period, and Grade Level (see FTE
calculation on page 109). To view an individual’s calculated FTE go to the “View STAR
Reports” tab on the STAR Web Edit System and open the “Licensed FTE Report.”
Things to Check:
1. Should the Full-time/Part-time indicator be P? (This determination is made at the
district level.)
2. Should the Out of District Indicator be Y? If some of the assignments take place in
another district a Y should be reported.
3. Are all assignments reported? There may be missing assignments or the Periods per
Week may be too low.
TOTAL FTE EXCEEDS 1
Periods per Week, Length of Period, and Grade Level (see FTE calculation on page 109) are
used to calculate the FTE. Based on the information reported, the FTE for this individual
calculates to over 1.05. To view an individual’s calculated FTE go to the “View STAR Reports”
tab on the web system and open the “Licensed FTE Report.”
Things to Check:
1. There may be too many assignment records reported for this staff person. Duplicate
assignment records should be deleted. Records for the same class period should be
combined by adding together the number of pupils and reporting as one record.
2. The total number of Periods per Week may be too high. Example: if there are eight
assignment records of 10 periods each, the total hours would be 80 (based on a 60minute period).
3. The length of period may be incorrect. If this field was left blank, or contains zeros, the
edit program uses 60 minutes as the default for calculating the assignment hours. (Any
length between 45 and 60 also defaults to 60 minutes.)
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TOTAL HOURS PER WEEK> 60
The total number of hours per week for non-licensed staff cannot exceed 60 hours. If there are
multiple records reported for non-licensed staff, the Hours per Week for each record are added
together to calculate the total.
40 hours per week is used to calculate the FTE for non-licensed staff. (40 hours = 1.00 FTE)
UNREPORTED SCHOOLS – SEE DETAIL PAGE FOLLOWING
One or more of the required schools have not been reported with any staff assignments. See
“Unreported Schools” page of the Licensed Edit Report for a list of all schools that are
unreported.
UNREPORTED STAFF – (see last page of edit report for details)
One or more individuals that were reported (as employed) on your STAR report the prior year
have not been reported this year. Staff that are no longer employed in your district should be
reported with a Licensed Employment (LA) record only. The employment record for these staff
should include the appropriate Termination Code (code #46-60) that applies. Staff that are on a
Leave of Absence or Inactive should be reported with a Licensed Employment (LA) record only.
The employment record for these staff should include the appropriate Leave of Absence or
Inactive code (code #21-29). A list of these individuals will be listed on the last page of the
Licensed Edit report. If a staff member was reported on the last submission as on Leave
of Absence or Inactive, they MUST be reported every submission, even if nothing has
been changed. STAR does not carry Leave of Absence or Inactive codes over each
submission.
USE GRADE LEVEL 99 FOR ASG-CDE:-----All assignments that are administrative or non-instructional require the grade level 99.
WAS EMPLOYED HERE LAST YEAR-USE CODE 00
This person was reported as actively employed at your district last year. Use the New Licensed
Staff or New Non-licensed Staff code of 00 for returning staff.
WAS NOT EMPLOYED HER LST YR USE CODE 01 OR 05
This person was not reported as employed in your district last year; use code 01 Newly licensed
staff (MN graduate or first assignment in licensed capacity or newly hired community expert) or
05 Newly licensed staff (out-of-state or country graduate – first time in licensed capacity).
WAS REPORTED LAST YEAR – USE CODE 03
This person was reported as actively employed in another district the previous year. Use New
Licensed Staff code 03 transferred from another district the previous year.
WHT ETHNIC FLAG MUST = Y OR N
The White dropdown box must equal Y or N.
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WARNING MESSAGES
Warning messages are prefaced by the word warning and are generated to alert you of possible
errors in your data. These messages indicate that the information reported is outside what is
expected and should be examined. The presence of a WARNING will NOT prevent error-free
submission of your STAR data. Warning messages only need to be fixed when the information
is incorrect. If you have checked the information and it is correct, then you can ignore the warning
message. Warning messages are listed below in alphabetical order:
WARNING: AVERAGE SALARY IS <$16,000
An average, or annualized, salary is calculated by dividing Contract Salary by the total calculated
FTE. The FTE is calculated using Periods per Week, Length of Period, and Grade Level (see FTE
calculation on page 109). To view an individual’s calculated FTE go to the “View STAR Reports”
tab on the STAR Web Edit System and open the “Licensed FTE Report.”
Things to check:
1. Is the Contract Salary reported correct? The salary reported should correspond with the
Licensed FTE. For example, if a staff person serves half time in a licensed position and
half time in a non-licensed position, the salary reported should reflect only the portion of
time spent in the licensed position. We do not collect salary information for non-licensed
positions.
2. The total calculated FTE might be too low.
a. Check to make sure there are no missing assignments.
b. The total number of periods may be too low. Check each assignment record.
c. Check the Length of Period for all assignment records. If 000 or between 45 and
60 is reported, the edit program defaults to 60 minutes for calculating the FTE.
This is set as a Warning and not a fatal Error because there may be some instances where a
salary this low is valid. If this is the case, you can disregard this warning message.
WARNING: AVERAGE SALARY MAY BE TOO HIGH
An average, or annualized salary, is calculated by dividing Contract Salary by the total calculated
FTE. The FTE is calculated using Periods per Week, Length of Period, and Grade Level (see FTE
calculation on page 109). To view an individual’s calculated FTE go to the “View STAR Reports”
tab on the STAR Web Edit System and open the “Licensed FTE Report.”
The salary parameters for this warning are pre-set by Assignment Code and are intended to flag
possible reporting errors. This is set as a Warning and not a fatal Error because there may be
some instances where a salary this high is accurate. If this is the case, you can disregard this
warning message.
WARNING: BTH YER NOT MATCH STATE=”----“
The birth year reported does not match the birth year that is currently on the MDE database. This
is a warning and not a fatal error because the information on the MDE database may not be
accurate. Disregard this warning if the information you reported is correct. If this is the case,
upon final submission the reported birth date will overwrite what is currently on the MDE
database.
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WARNING: ETHNIC NOT MATCH STATE=”--“
The ethnic code reported does not match the ethnic code that is currently on the MDE
database. This is a warning and not a fatal error because the information on the MDE
database may not be accurate. Disregard this warning if the information you reported is correct.
If this is the case, upon final submission the reported ethnic code will overwrite what is
currently on the MDE database.
WARNING: FOLDER NUMBER ALL ZEROS
No folder number was reported. If MDE Educator Licensing has not yet assigned a folder
number, use of all zeros will generate a warning, but will not prevent submission of STAR data.
If a folder number has been assigned, the error message “STATE FOLDER NUMBER
ASSIGNED = “ -------- “will print. This error message will include the actual folder number that
was assigned. The folder number indicated must be reported on ALL LA & LB records.
WARNING: FTE > 1
This is only acceptable if staff person is working more than the typical workload. If this is not the
case, the Periods per Week or the Length of Period should be reduced (See FTE calculation on
page 109). To view an individual’s calculated FTE go to the “View STAR Reports” tab on the
STAR Web Edit System and open the “Licensed FTE Report.”
WARNING: LAST NAME DOES NOT MATCH STATE
The last name reported does not match the last name on the state database for the folder
number reported. This is a warning and not a fatal error because the information on the MDE
database may not be accurate. Disregard this warning if the information you reported is correct.
If this is the case, upon final submission the reported last name will overwrite what is
currently on the MDE database.
WARNING: LST NAME RPTD WILL UPDATE STATE
The last name reported does not match the last name currently on the MDE database for this
person. This is a warning and not a fatal error because the information on the MDE database
may not be accurate. Disregard this warning if the information you reported is correct. If this is
the case, upon final submission the reported last name will overwrite the last name
currently on the MDE database.
WARNING: SALARY AT OTH DIST-TOT = -------A salary has been reported by one or more districts for the same individual. The amount
indicated in the warning message is the total of ALL salaries reported at ALL districts. An
employment record (and salary) should only be reported at the district of employment. If your
district is receiving services but does NOT employ the individual, you should delete the
Employment (LA) record. In this situation only the assignments (LB) should be reported.
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WARNING: SALARY TOO LOW FOR FULL-TIME
The salary reported appears to be too low for full-time. This is a warning and not a fatal error
because there may be some cases that a full-time employee does have a salary this low. If this
person was accurately reported as full-time and the salary reported is accurate, disregard this
warning message.
WARNING: SOCIAL SECURITY # IS ZERO
Reporting of the social security number is preferred, but not required. It is used in conjunction
with the folder number to ensure that the folder number has been accurately reported.
WARNING: TERM / INACT CODE >0 & ASSIGNMENTS
In most cases if a termination or inactive code is valid as of snapshot date, there should not be
any assignment records reported. Either the assignment record/s should be deleted or the
Inactive/Transfer/Termination code changed to 00. The exception to this rule is in sharing or
pairing agreements between districts when the district of employment has changed from the
previous year.
WARNING: TOO MANY PERIODS FOR PART-TIME
If this person was accurately reported as P for part-time, then check Periods per Week and
Length of Period. There may be duplicate records reported. This is a warning and not a fatal
error because there may be some cases where a part-time employee does have a full-time
workload as of snapshot date. If that is the case, you can disregard this warning message.
WARNING: TOT EXP ON STATE DATABASE = --The total number of years of experience you reported is less than the total years currently on
the MDE database. If the information you reported is correct, you can disregard this error
message. If this is the case, upon final submission the reported number of years of
experience will overwrite what is currently on the MDE database.
WARNING: TOT FTE<1, FT-PT=F, OUT-DST=N
The FTE is calculated using Periods per Week, Length of Period, and Grade Level (see FTE
calculation on page 109). This is a warning and not a fatal error because there may be some
cases in which a full-time employee does not have a full workload as of snapshot date. This
should be the exception, not the rule. If this is the case, disregard this warning message. To
view an individuals calculated FTE go to the “View STAR Reports” tab on the STAR Web Edit
System and open the “Licensed FTE Report”.
Things to Check:
1. Should the Full-time/Part-time indicator be P? (This determination is made at the
district level.)
2. Should the Out of District Assignment indicator be Y? If some of the assignments take
place in another district a Y should be reported.
3. Are all the assignments reported? Missing assignments would result in a lower FTE.
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LICENSED FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT
The STAR edit program calculates a Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) that represents the amount of
time per week reported in STAR Assignments. This FTE is not intended to match FTEs in
teacher and other school district contracts or any other FTE.
The FTE calculation is based on the following STAR data:
1. Periods per Week
2. Length of Period (zeros reported and anything reported between 45-60 minutes are
automatically converted to 60 minutes for purposes of the FTE calculation)
3. Grade Level
FTE Calculation:
1. Multiply the Periods per Week times the Length of Period to get the minutes per week.
NOTE: if reported Length of Period is 45 to 59 minutes in length, use 60 as the period
length.
2. Divide the minutes by 60 to convert to hours.
3. The hourly figure becomes the numerator in the calculation.
4. The denominator in the calculation depends on the grade level reported (with the
exception of Block Schedules which use 15 as the denominator regardless of the grade
level reported).
STAR
Grade Code
16
17
1–6
18
15
25
7 – 12
23
19
24
37
30
99

Actual Grade Level

Denominator

Pre-Kindergarten
Kindergarten
st
1 grade – 6th grade (match number)
Kindergarten – 6th grade range
1st grade – 6th grade range
5th grade – 8th grade range (Middle School)
7th grade – 12th grade (match number)
7th grade – 9th grade range
7th grade – 12th grade range
9th grade – 12th grade range
All grades (kindergarten – 12th grade)
Adult/parent
Non-Instructional

30
30
30
30
30
25
25
25
25
25
30
30
30

5. Divide the hourly figure from step 3 by the denominator from step 4.
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Hours per week that calculate to 1.00 FTE:
For Traditional Schedules (not Block Schedules) :
30 hours per week = 1 FTE for all non-instructional staff (admin, nurses etc.)
30 hours per week = 1 FTE for pre-kindergarten and kindergarten teachers
30 hours per week = 1 FTE for grades K-6 teachers
25 hours per week = 1 FTE for grade level 25 (middle School) teachers
25 hours per week = 1 FTE for grades 7-12 teachers
30 hours per week = 1 FTE for grade 37 (all grades K-12)
30 hours per week = 1 FTE for grade level 30 (adult)
Block Schedules: if the Length of Period is 75 minutes or greater:
15 periods per week = 1 FTE (regardless of grade level)

Variations to the above FTE Calculation:
• If the calculated FTE for assignments reported with secondary or middle grades (this
also includes grade level 37) is greater than 1.05 within the same district, a recalculation occurs using 30 as the denominator. This is an attempt to bring the FTE
within the acceptable range.
• If the initial calculated FTE for a block schedule is greater than 1.05 within the same
district, a re-calculation occurs, using 18 as the denominator. If it is still too high,
another re-calculation occurs using 25 as the denominator. The re-calculations are an
attempt to bring the FTE within the acceptable range.
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AVERAGE SALARY CALCULATION
The basic average salary is calculated by dividing the reported salary by the total calculated
FTE. The salary for part-time employees will be calculated by the STAR Web Edit System as if
the employee were fulltime.
The equation is salary divided by FTE equals basic average salary.
Example: A teacher with a calculated FTE of .50 and a salary of $25,000
would have an average salary of $50,000 (25,000 divided by .50 = 50,000).

If the Out-of-District indicator reported on the Employment record is Y, FTEs reported in other
districts are added together to come up with the total FTE. The average salary calculation for
these individuals is not performed when you Run Edits because we may not have all the FTE
information from other districts at the time that you run your edit.
The average salary calculation for all Out of District = Y individuals is performed during the
STATEWIDE Edit process that occurs after all districts have completed error-free edits.
The equation is FTE district 1 plus FTE district 2 equals total FTE. Salary divided by total FTE
equals basic average salary.
Example: A teacher employed in your district has a salary of $45,000 and
an Out-of-District indicator of Y. The FTE in your district is .25 and another
district has reported an FTE of .50. This teacher’s average salary would be
$60,000 (45,000 divided by (.25 + .50) = 60,000).
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
This section contains information about issues that have been received by the STAR team.
ADULT BASIC EDUCATION (ABE)
When an ABE teacher is employed by a school district, the teacher must be licensed; the
teaching license, however, can be in any subject matter.
When an ABE teacher is employed in a setting other than a school district, the teacher does not
need to be a licensed teacher.
The only exception to this rule is in the case of English as a Second Language (ESL) ABE
classes. An individual who has a non-teaching degree in ESL or linguistics may teach an ESL
ABE class, even if he/she does not have a teaching license. These situations are reported in
the NA Files (use code 999980). In this situation, please email to mde.star@state.mn.us a copy
of the individual’s degree to verify the degree is appropriate.
ASSIGNMENT CODE 180100, 180160, 180170 AND GRADE LEVEL ERROR
Assignment code 180100, 180160, and 180170 cannot use grade levels 15 (elementary grades
1-6) or 18 (elementary grades k-6). If an individual is teaching multiple grade levels at the
elementary level, a separate assignment MUST be reported for each grade level.
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION SPECIALTY AREAS
Individuals licensed in Elementary Education may teach up to 33% of their day in specialty
areas (physical education, art, music, and keyboarding). This means that only 33% of their total
assignment can be a specialty. The teacher cannot, for instance, teach 33% of the day in art
and 33% of the day in physical education.
If a teacher is needed to teach more than 33% of the day in a specialty area, a personnel
variance will be needed.
NEW ASSIGNMENT CODES BEGINNING 2013-2014
The 2013-2014 STAR report brings four new Licensed (LB) assignment codes and one revised
Non-Licensed (NA) classification code.
Academic Interventionist: See page 55 for a full description of this position. This is a noninstructional position. If an individual is doing tutoring, please also use the tutor code. If an
individual is teaching class, use the assignment code for the subject being taught.
Technology Integration Specialist: See page 55 for a full description of this position. This is
a non-instructional position. This person may work as a coach or mentor, provide staff
development, provide assistance in the classroom, or provide technological assistance in other
forms not listed. This individual cannot teach technology classes unless they have the
appropriate license. Since the individual is not teaching technology classes, any license can
fulfill this assignment.
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Math, Science, and Technology Integrated Curriculum: Please see page 56 for a full
description of this assignment. This assignment may be used for curriculum which integrates
math, science, and technology such as Project Lead the Way, Fab Lab, STEM programs, or
other specific curriculum. Please follow the licensure requirements of the specific curriculum.
The district can choose to use this assignment code or a different assignment code depending
on the focus of the class.
Immersion Kindergarten or Elementary Education: Please see page 57 for a full description
of this assignment. The position can be used for elementary classes being taught in a
Language Immersion program. An elementary education license or permission is required for
this position.
Technology Coordinator or Non-Licensed Technology Integrationist: Please see page 92
for a full description of this assignment. This is a position for a non-licensed individual. This
position has been revised to include a technology integrationist who is not a licensed teacher.
This individual would help a licensed teacher with incorporating technology into the classroom
or curriculum. This individual may also assist the district or building with teaching staff how to
use technology. This individual cannot teach classes, but may work as a paraprofessional when
teachers need assistance with technology in the classroom.
ONLINE CLASSES
For assignments that are online, please identify the assignment Mode of Teaching as an L for
online learning. For individuals who are teaching online classes in addition to a regular fulltime
position this Mode of Teaching will read as an extra class, allowing the higher FTE to be
reported.
The reported grade level should reflect the grade level of the students being served. If the
grade level is across a range, please use the grade range codes found on pages 25-26.
If the teacher is working fulltime as an online teacher and only in one district, report the classes
with Periods per Week and Length of Period the same as if it were an on-campus class.
If the teacher is working fulltime as an online teacher, but in multiple districts, the Periods per
Week and Length of Period need to be split by all districts reporting the individual.
If the teacher is teaching fulltime in the classroom and providing online services after school
hours, in one district or in multiple districts, Period per Week and Length of Period should be
reported as 1 Period per Week per online class with a Length of Period of 60 minutes. This will
prevent overly large FTEs.
If the online classes are provided to your district through a separate agency, please find out
from the agency if the assignment is provided to only your district or multiple districts to
determine how to report the individual. Some online learning providers may provide the district
with the Periods per Week and Length of Period to use.
If the STAR Coordinator has difficulty reporting online classes, please contact the STAR Team
at mde.star@state.mn.us.
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PERMISSIONS AND LICENSES GRANTED TO A DISTRICT
Permissions (variances, community expert, and innovative waivers) are granted by the Board of
Teaching to a teacher to be used in a particular district. This means, the teacher receiving the
permission can only use that permission in the district applying for the permission. A teacher
cannot transfer this permission into another district. If another district would like to use a
teacher already working with a permission, that district must also apply for the permission.
A license Non-Renewable license is granted and a Limited licenses is often granted to an
individual to be used only in a particular district. This means the teacher can only use this
license in that particular district. Should another district want to use this teacher in the particular
licensure area, that district would need to apply to be added to the license.
If any staff appear on the discrepancy report and the Teacher License Lookup shows the
teacher as having the license or permission, the license or permission may be assigned to a
specific district. Please email mde.star@state.mn.us to find out how to clear this discrepancy.
PROJECT LEAD THE WAY
A new assignment code to Science, Math, and Technology Integrated Curriculum has been
created for positions such as Project Lead the Way. Please see page 56 for more information.
This code is not required to be used if the district fills it is not appropriate. For example, if the
district feels the class is focused more on mathematics, the district has the choice of using the
Integrated Curriculum code or a mathematics code for reporting.
PSEO CLASSES – COLLEGE IN THE CLASSROOM
If the PSEO class is taught off campus (in the college) by a college professor, these do not need
to be reported. If a high school teacher is teaching a “College in the Classroom” class as a part
of a PSEO program, the high school teacher needs to be reported using the assignment code
for the academic subject of the class.
SPECIAL EDUCATION SEAT TIME or ASSESSMENT TIME
For Special Education staff that are performing assessments or monitoring seat time for Special
Education students, please report using the assignment code for that teacher’s Special
Education specialty. For staff performing assessments or monitoring seat time for special
education students that are not licensed in special education, report this time as a Teacher on
Special Assignment – Non-Instructional 990099. Please email a description of job
responsibilities to mde.star@state.mn.us.
TEAM TEACHING or SPECIAL EDUCATION MULTIDISCIPLINARY TEAMS
When reporting special education teachers that are team teaching or working on a
multidisciplinary team (see page 71 for a description), use the assignment code appropriate for
the licensure field of the teachers.
Example: Teacher A has an LD license. Teacher B has an EBD license.
Both teachers team teach a class contains both LD and EBD students.
Teacher A should be reported on STAR with 190201 (LD) with a Mode of
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Teaching T and Teacher B should be reported on STAR with 190200 (EBD)
with a Mode of Teaching T. Do NOT report either teacher with the opposite
assignment. By using the Mode of Teaching T, it is understood that both
these teachers are serving both the LD and EBD students.
For General Education teachers that are team teaching (multiple teachers in the same
classroom teaching together), report the teacher with a Mode of Teaching T and only the
assignment for which the teacher is licensed.
Example: Teacher C is licensed in Communication Arts and Teacher D is
licensed in Social Studies. They are team teaching a class five days a week
for 60 minutes a day. Both would be report with 5 Periods per Week and a
Length of Period 60. Teacher C would be reported with a Communication
Arts assignment code and Teacher D would be reported with a Social Studies
assignment code.
SUBSTITUTES (LONG-TERM/SHORT-TERM/RESERVE TEACHER)
A short-term substitute is an individual filling the same position for less than 15 consecutive
days. These individuals will not be reported.
A long-term substitute is an individual filling the same position for more than 15 consecutive
days. These individuals must be reported. These individuals need to have the correct license
or permission to fill the position.
A reserve teacher (assignment code 899999) is a substitute that is hired fulltime through the
district and fills daily positions as needed. These individuals should be reported, even though
they often fill only short-term positions, because they are employed by the district. They will
have an LA file and an LB file.
SUPERINTENDENTS AND COMMUNITY EDUCATION DIRECTOR
The Superintendent can fill the position of Community Education Director when the district has
fewer than 6,000 residents (all persons living in the district, not just the K-12 population).
If this is the case, report the Superintendent in the NA Files as Administrative Position not
Requiring a License (code 999970). If the Superintendent is reported in the LB Files, it will
appear on the discrepancy report.
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NON-LICENSED SOCIAL SECURITY CONSENT FORM
Request for Non-Licensed Employee Social Security Number
Return completed and signed request form to
your school district at:
Our school district is participating in a State of Minnesota computer reporting system for
licensed and non-licensed staff. Data from this system will be aggregated and used to comply
with state and federal reporting requirements, to calculate the training and experience index,
and for determining licensure violations. The system will use the Social Security Number as a
means of accurately recording staff data. We request that you complete this form by PRINTING
all requested information. Please sign and return this request whether or not you provide the
Social Security Number so that we can meet state information needs.
Thank you for your assistance.
Employee’s Full Name (Last, First Middle):

District of Employment:

Birth date (Month, Date, Year):

Social Security Number:

I verify that the information provided above is accurate.

Employee Signature

Date

In accordance with the Federal Data Privacy Act of 1974 and the State of Minnesota Privacy
Law (M.S. Section 13.43), you do not have to provide the Social Security number. If you do not
wish to provide the Social Security number, our district will assign a unique number for you.
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Staff Automated Report (STAR) District Name Change Form
To be completed and signed by the individual in need of a name change.
The name being reported by the district on the STAR report does not match the name
Minnesota Department of Education (MDE) has in the system; in order for the STAR report to
be completed, the name must be updated. Please complete this form, sign and date it, and
return to your STAR Coordinator or Human Resources. The STAR Coordinator or Human
Resources will send this form to the STAR Management Team at MDE, authorizing a change to
the name in the MDE system.
If you would like an updated license, you will need to complete and submit to MDE a Duplicate
License Application.
File Folder
Number

Date

Former Last
Name:

New Last
Name:

Former First
name:

New First
Name:

Former Middle
Name:

New Middle
Name:

Birth Date

District

Reason for
Name Change

I understand that by signing this paper I am giving my employing district the right to authorize
the STAR Management Team at MDE to change my name. In order to receive a license with
my updated name I can either complete a Duplicate License Application or wait until I renew my
license.

Signature
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Staff Automated Report (STAR) Name Change Procedure

Dear Staff:
In October and March of each year all Minnesota public school districts and charter schools are
required to complete a report for the Minnesota Department of Education (MDE) called the Staff
Automated Report (STAR). This report contains employee and assignment information.
If the name being reported by the district on STAR does not match the name previously
reported to the MDE and recorded in the MDE licensing system, as the result of a name
change, the name must be updated in order for STAR to be completed. Districts are required to
use the name as it appears on an employee’s social security card; if the name in the STAR
system and the name on the social security card do not match, then the district is required to
request that MDE update the employee’s name on the MDE system. Your assistance with
providing district staff information about the name change is appreciated.
Also, independent from STAR reporting timelines and going through the district, name changes
may be made by the employee at any time in two other ways:
1. Complete a Duplicate License Application found on the Minnesota Department of
Education Educator Licensing homepage under “Forms for Processes Not Yet
Available Online” (http://education.state.mn.us/MDE/EdExc/Licen/index.html).
Mail this application to Educator Licensing with a $1 processing fee. This
process takes 10 – 15 days to complete.
2. Name updates can also be completed at the time when renewing a teacher,
support service, or administration license.
Both of these two choices, however, may not be able to be completed in time for the completion
of STAR. For this reason, districts may request the STAR Management Team make a name
change on your behalf to match the name as it appears on the social security card provided.
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STAR DATA COLLECTION FILE FORMAT
Data Element Name
Licensed Staff Employment Record Layout
Record Type Indicator
Contracting District Number
Contracting District Type
File Folder Number
Social Security Number
Staff Name
Gender
Birth Date
Race/Ethnicity
New Licensed Staff
Inactive/Transfer/Termination
Contract Base Salary
Highest Education Level
Contract Days
Years of Experience – Superintendent
Years of Experience – Principal
Years of Experience – Classroom Teacher
Years of Experience – Other
Out-of-District Assignment
Full Time/Part Time
District Use
Hispanic
American Indian or Alaskan Native
Asian
Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander
Black or African American
White
Filler

Data Element Name
Licensed Staff Assignment Record Layout
Record Type Indicator
District of Service Number
District of Service Type
File Folder Number
School Number of Assignment
Social Security Number
Assignment Code
Grade Level
Mode of Teaching
Periods per Week
Length of Period
Zero Fill
Total Number of Pupils
District Use
Filler
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Data Element Character Length
VALUE = “LA”
2
4
2
6
9
48
1
8
1
2
2
6
2
3
2
2
2
2
1
1
10
1
1
1
1
1
1
18

Data Element Character Length
VALUE = “LB”
2
4
2
6
3
9
6
2
1
2
3
2
3
10
85
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Data Element Name
Non-Licensed Staff Record Layout
Record Type Indicator
Contracting District Number
Contracting District Type
School Number of Assignment
Social Security Number
Staff Name
Gender
Birth Date
Race/Ethnicity
New Non-Licensed Staff
Employee Classification
Hours Worked per Week
Zero Fill
Full Time/Part Time
District Use
Hispanic
American Indian or Alaskan Native
Asian
Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander
Black or African American
White
Filler

Data Element Character Length
VALUE = “NA”
2
4
2
3
9
48
1
8
1
2
6
2
2
1
10
1
1
1
1
1
1
33

NOTES:
• All alpha characters are UPPERCASE
• Total record length is 140 characters
• Files blocked at 9 records per block (1260 characters per block)
• Right justify all numeric fields
• Left justify all alpha fields
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